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Abstract
Empirical design in reinforcement learning is no small task. Running good experiments
requires attention to detail and at times significant computational resources. While compute
resources available per dollar have continued to grow rapidly, so have the scale of typical
experiments in reinforcement learning. It is now common to benchmark agents with
millions of parameters against dozens of tasks, each using the equivalent of 30 days of
experience. The scale of these experiments often conflict with the need for proper statistical
evidence, especially when comparing algorithms. Recent studies have highlighted how
popular algorithms are sensitive to hyper-parameter settings and implementation details,
and that common empirical practice leads to weak statistical evidence [Machado et al., 2018,
Henderson et al., 2018]. Here we take this one step further.
This manuscript represents both a call to action, and a comprehensive resource for how
to do good experiments in reinforcement learning. In particular, we cover: the statistical
assumptions underlying common performance measures, how to properly characterize
performance variation and stability, hypothesis testing, special considerations for comparing
multiple agents, baseline and illustrative example construction, and how to deal with hyperparameters and experimenter bias. Throughout we highlight common mistakes found in the
literature and the statistical consequences of those in example experiments. The objective
of this document is to provide answers on how we can use our unprecedented compute to
do good science in reinforcement learning, as well as stay alert to potential pitfalls in our
empirical design.

1. Reinforcement Learning, an Empirical Science
Running a good experiment is difficult in reinforcement learning. There are many decisions
to be made. How long should you run your agent? Should you count the number of episodes
or number of steps? Should performance be measured online, or off-line with test trials?
How should you measure and aggregate performance? Do we use rules of thumb to set
hyper-parameters or some systematic search? What are the right baseline algorithms to
compare against? Which environments should you use? What does good learning even look
©2020 AI Access Foundation. All rights reserved.

like in a given environment? The answer to each question can greatly impact the credibility
and utility of the result, ranging from insightful to down-right misleading.
The task of evaluating a reinforcement learning agent is complicated by the fundamental
aspect that makes the problem interesting: an agent interacting with an environment.
Our problems are not fixed datasets like in supervised learning. Reinforcement learning
experiments are online and interactive: the agent—a program—generates its own training
data by interacting with the environment—another program—and the quality of the data
depends on what the agent previously learned. This interaction makes fair comparisons and
scientific reproducibility major challenges in RL. There is no clear analog to test and training
split allowing similar statistical claims we get in supervised learnning. In fact, many of the
ideas from classical machine learning such as overfitting, cross-validation, and model selection
are either different or non-existent in RL. As a consequence we cannot turn to conventional
machine learning methodology for clear instructions on best practice. It is not surprising
that the community is currently wrestling with the consequences of limited reproducibility,
experimenter bias, unreliable algorithms, and exaggerated performance claims.
The field of reinforcement learning is experiencing rapid growth and many of the issues we
see today are expected of a growing field. Historically, the community was much smaller than
other branches of machine learning and the scale of most experiments was limited: considering
a half dozen state dimensions and thousands of episodes represented large scale. Before 2015
(with the development of DQN), researchers were likely to begin by replicating experiments
from the Sutton and Barto textbook [Sutton and Barto, 2018] and then extending and
innovating from there. This was perhaps serendipitous as Sutton and Barto spent decades
refining their experimental insights: learning from animal learning experiments and from
teaching the textbook year after year. Most researchers were starting from an excellent
empirical foundation. Historically, large scale experiments in RL such as TD-Gammon
and work in robotics were demonstrations highlighting what was possible with RL, without
attempting to make strong scientific claims.
This document makes a distinction between scientific studies in RL and demonstrations
of (impressive) engineered systems. Both play an important role in RL research, but can be
detrimental when conflated. Demonstrations can be seen as exploratory science, probing the
edges of what is known before following with a more thorough empirical study. They can
also be focused on demonstrating the capabilities of existing algorithms, in hard problems or
applications. Scientific studies, on the other hand, aim to obtain a deeper understanding of
our systems and algorithms. As with any scientific study, there needs to be a clear hypothesis
that is falsifiable and controls for confounding effects. The aim should not be to show an
algorithm is good, but rather understand an algorithm’s properties, potentially
relative to other algorithms.
Given the immense growth of the field, there is an emerging need to more clearly articulate
and even develop better empirical practices in RL. There is certainly a greater variety of
researchers operating in RL currently. Many come from other fields of machine learning
and neuroscience, bringing with them different expectations, practices, and rules of thumb.
Much of the widely bemoaned poor empirical practices [Henderson et al., 2018, Jordan et al.,
2020, Agarwal et al., 2021, Colas et al., 2018] could be due to mistakenly applying practices
common in other communities.
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In this document we aim to provide the uninitiated with a cookbook or how-to guide for
running good experiments in RL. We will walk the budding RL empiricist through important
design decisions, common mistakes, and hidden biases. We will provide numerical examples
of the consequences of bad decisions and illustrate what clear results and fair comparisons
look like. In some cases we convey rules of thumb and sources of bias hard learned over
decades of experience in the field. Naturally, we can never cover all the key decisions and
the list of bad practice will be incomplete and ever growing. Regardless, our ambition is to
provide (1) a reference on how to run good experiments in RL for those new to the field,
and (2) additional insight and examples so that this cookbook may be useful to the seasoned
researcher as well.
We begin by discussing the complexity of a first experiment one might run: evaluating
a single agent on a single environment in Section 2. The section introduces key concepts
about what to measure and how to aggregate performance in Section 3. Then we get more
technical, looking at sources of variability in our experiments (Section 4), and how to make
statistically significant claims (Sections 4.2, 4.3). In Section 5 we address how to deal with
hyperparameters in our experiments. After that we move to comparing multiple agents,
and the additional nuances that arise in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss some
considerations when selecting environments for your experiments. In Section 8 we attempt
to recreate a previous result and demonstrate how to use the strategies explained here to
improve on the previous experiment design. We conclude the paper with a case study and a
summary of common errors made in experiments in Section 9.

2. Observational experiments
We begin by describing a simple observational study of a single reinforcement learning agent.
Only once we have mastered the art of observing our agents can we then begin to design
carefully controlled experiments to understand their properties and the properties of their
underlying learning rules. Because much experimentation and observation in RL occurs in
deterministic simulation, we as researchers have a far greater degree of control in the design
of our experiments than most natural sciences. This control can often become distracting
and cause us to lose sight of our original goals as empiricists. As such, throughout this paper
we will reference parallels to other fields of empirical science in order to provide grounding
for our empirical practices and to build intuition.
Example:
Imagine an animal learning laboratory setting where we wish to understand how quickly
rats can learn to navigate a maze. We start with an individual rat and place it in the maze,
observing some demographic details of the rat while we do so; its height, weight, age, sex,
and so on. We then record the rat’s experience as it begins discovering its environment
and learning to obtain a block of cheese at the end of the maze, making measurements
such as time-to-completion, the number of wrong turns taken, or even qualitative measures
such as the perceived frustration of the rat throughout its learning process.
It is clear that some of the parameters of the individual rat will play a role in the time
it takes for the rat to complete the maze. For example, highly fit rats will likely complete
the maze faster than particularly lazy rats, though the degree of influence is complex and
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unknown. Further, these rats are all individuals of the same subspecies (Rattus norvegicus
domestica) and differences between the individuals are unknown to the researcher and so
are treated as random factors (i.e. the researcher does not observe the genetic make-up of
each rat, nor does the researcher know each rat’s detailed history of experiences before
entering the lab). However, some elements of these rats are expected to remain consistent
because they belong to the same subspecies—for example, this subspecies is known to be
generally smaller and more docile than other subspecies of domesticated rats.
This analogy to animal learning is not only pedagogical: we share similar motivations in
both how and why we conduct experiments in RL. The first analogy is in the goals of the
experiment. Classically, in RL we are interested in the quality of the learned policy and the
accuracy of the learned value function. This is like estimating how fast a selected rat will be
able to complete the maze task. However, this is only the first level of analysis. The goal in
animal learning is not to understand how well rats can complete mazes, but rather to use
the maze task to learn about the rat’s ability to learn and explore.
The second analogy is in how we obtain repeated trials. We can describe several
characteristics of a particular subspecies of rat—one subspecies is more docile, another is
generally larger—and these characteristics can inform us about general behavior of that
subspecies. However, within a subspecies there is still variation across individuals. For
example, although lab rats are generally docile, we might still encounter a particularly ornery
rat. To understand and characterize a subspecies, the researcher needs to average over—or
randomize over—these individuals. Likewise, we are interested in performance across many
runs of an experiment with the same algorithm, environment and experimental setup. In
order to ascribe behaviors to a class of learning algorithms, we must first randomize over
their individual differences.
It is important to establish some terminology before diving into our first set of experiments.
Throughout this paper, we will use the term agent to refer to a single entity which is learning
and adapting over time; analogous to an individual rat in a maze. We use the term algorithm
to refer to a process which produces a set of agents, both by specifying initial conditions
such as the initial weights of a neural network, and by specifying the learning rules by
which the agent adapts to observations. The term algorithm refers to a specific fixed set of
design choices, such as the update rule, function approximation architecture, whether the
observation stream is buffered, or if the agent learns a model of its environment. Algorithms
might also have a set of scalar parameters, called hyperparameters, which impact the
agents produced by the algorithm. For this first section, we will assume that hyperparameters
have already been selected (say by using default choices).

3. Experiment one: a demonstration
The first step is to decide on an experiment protocol. Perhaps you already have an agent
and environment and wish to conduct an experiment. For example, maybe you want to test
the Expected Sarsa (ESarsa) algorithm on a simple maze environment. From there we have
many things to decide: (1) how many time steps will each trial or run contain? (2) if a
terminal state is not reached after n steps, will we artificially terminate the episode? (3) if
the task is episodic, how many episodes should we run? In general these choices should be
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made based on what you want show. We will illustrate our thought process with an example
experiment.
In our first experiment, we will consider the agent to be a black box and focus on the
key things we must decide to conduct a simple observational study. The agent combines
the Expected Sarsa algorithm, -greedy action selection and tile coding linear function
approximation. We will not worry about the agent’s hyperparameters, internal mechanics,
or implementation details other than to assure the reader our agent will exhibit steady
improvement with experience.
The environment is shown in Figure 1. The objective is to learn the shortest path to the
goal over repeated episodes. The actions are discrete, moving the agent a fixed amount (plus
noise) in the continuous two dimensional space. Actions that would move the agent outside
the bounds of the world or into a wall cause no change in the state. The observation (and
MDP state in this problem) is the x,y position of the agent. There is a fixed start state and
goal region, and the reward is +1 for reaching the goal region, which ends the episode, and
the reward is zero otherwise. The discount is γ = 0.95. Notice that the discount needs to be
less than 1 to encourage the agent to reach the goal quickly: otherwise, taking 100 or 1000
steps would result in the same episodic return.
Let us start with a common and simple case: running ESarsa on our maze for a fixed
budget of time-steps measuring online performance. The goal in this problem setting is to get
high episodic returns, so the performance we report is the discounted return for an episode.1
We use a fixed budget of agent-environment interactions, meaning we run ESarsa on the
maze for k steps. If k is large enough, then the agent will reach a terminal state and begin a
new episode many times. With a fixed budget of steps, the agent will complete a variable
number of episodes in k steps depending on how good the agent is at the problem.
There are two advantages to using a fixed budget of interactions. First, it is more fair: all
agents receive the same amount of experience. If instead we use a fixed number of episodes,
then some agents can get much more experience for learning. Another advantage is that it
avoids highly variable runtimes. Under a fixed budget of episodes, poorly performing agents
can have very long episodes, resulting in much longer runtimes. See Machado et al. [2018]
for further discussion on this in the context of Atari.
There are a few important details to consider when using episodic returns as a performance
measure. The return is not available until the end of an episode, but we would like to report
the performance on each step of the episode. Here we take a simple choice: performance
recorded for timestep t is the return for the current episode Gj that began on timestep j ≥ 0,
.
Gj = Rj+1 + γRj+2 + . . . + γ T −1 Rj+T ,
where T is the (variable) length of the episode and j ≤ t ≤ j + T . The learning curve will be
a piecewise linear step function, where the plotted performance will be the same for every
step of the episode.
Figure 1 shows the result of our first simple experiment. We plot the return per step of
our ESarsa Agent on the maze. The curve is flat for the first part of the experiment because
1. Many deep RL algorithms are deployed with discounting even in undiscounted episodic cost-to-goal
tasks. When this choice is made, it should be considered part of the internal mechanics of the agent: a
hyperparameter inside the agent that induces additional discounting. This additional discount is not part
of the environment and thus the performance metric should be the undiscounted return.
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Figure 1: A single run of an Expected Sarsa agent on a simple maze problem. The return
rate for this agent is M = 0.827.

the agent has yet to reach the goal once and thus accumulated zero reward. The longer
the flat portion, the longer it took the agent to complete the first episode. The curve has
a step-profile because of the way the episodic return is computed, the impact of episode
boundaries, and most importantly because the data only reflects the performance of a single
run of the experiment.
It will also be useful to be able to summarize this performance over time. In this case,
because we care about online performance—and so how much reward the agent receives while
learning—it is natural to report the average over the points in the curve, or the sum (often
called the area under the curve). We call this average over the learning curve the return rate.
Such summary or aggregate performance numbers M are particularly useful when we want
to compare agents (Section 6) or reason about quality of hyperparameters (Section 5).
Remark 1
Other measures of performance and other aggregation functions for our learning curves
can be considered. For simplicity in this work, we largely focus on measuring online
episodic returns with this simple averaging aggregation. We discuss other choices in
more depth in Appendix D.
In the end, it is clear the agent has reached good performance in this problem. But this
was only one run! Perhaps we just got lucky? We need more independent evaluation of the
agent to better characterize the performance.

4. Experiment two: characterizing variations in performance
Our first result was demonstrative in nature, however, most of the time we are interested in
results that capture the reliability of our algorithms. Why would our algorithm’s perform
differently if we ran them more than once? There are two primary sources of variation
across agents produced by an algorithm; think nature versus nurture. The first source of
variation we encounter occurs when we initialize a particular agent. Often, our function
approximators—particularly neural networks—are randomly initialized causing differences
6
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(b) Performance of Rats in a Maze
(a) Performance of RL Agents in a Maze.

Figure 2: Understanding variability in agents. (a) 30 individual ESARSA agents on the
simple maze environment. The thick blue line shows the mean over individual agents over
time. (b) Raw data from 10 rats running a water maze.
from other similarly constructed agents even before data is observed. The second source of
variation comes from the data—the stochasticity in the environment—that is, what particular
stream of data the agent observes throughout its life.
In Figure 2a we plot the best and worst performance of the ESarsa agent in the Simple
Maze problem, highlighting a large variation in performance. The right hand side Figure 2b
shows data from an animal learning experiment: 10 different rats running a maze on 10
different days.2 It is interesting how much variation we see in the rat data. It should not
be too surprising to us that learning agents, even using the same algorithm (same species),
could exhibit quite a bit of variability.
Our efforts as RL empiricists are not that different than animal learning researchers and
thus the motivations for repeated trials is also similar. We do not make claims about the
abilities of a particular species of rat from an individual run though a maze. Each rat will be
slightly different, due to random genetic factors and raising. Each time an individual is run
through the maze things will be slightly different: lighting, humidity, the way the researcher
holds the rat, etc. This maps pretty well onto the differences we see in agent initialization
(e.g., neural network initialization) and environment variability (either simulated like sticky
actions in Atari [Machado et al., 2018] or real-world issues like motor actuations). We do
not want to make our agents deterministic because randomization helps learning and only
certain environments are deterministic.
4.1 Distributions matter!
There are many ways to characterize the variation in our agent’s performance. It is common
practice to report the sample mean and sample variance, though this can be problematic
if the distribution is not normal. That’s right, the variability in performance across agents
2. It is common to exclude the data from poorly performing animals (after several retries). This practice
has been adopted because scientists have identified genes that cause poor performance on particular tasks
Vorhees and Williams [2006]. In RL, we have no such prior knowledge which easily justifies removing
data; dropping outliers should be done with caution.
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gives rise to a distribution over performance for our algorithm. A single run of an experiment
is a sample of an algorithm’s performance on an environment. If we run an algorithm on
a single environment multiple times, then we are repeatedly sampling from a distribution:
P(M ). changing the algorithm’s random seed for initialization and decision making, and by
changing the environments random seed for simulated noise and start states. If P is skewed
or bimodal, then we might need more than a dozen independent runs to estimate the mean
and variance. Worse, these simple sample statistics might be misleading.

Figure 3: Performance distribution P(M ) of DQN on Mountain Car with hyperparameter stepsize=2−9 .
We can look at the skewed, multi-modal in Figure 3 to see why. The sample mean (black
solid line) suggests the average agent would reach the goal in around 425 steps of interaction.
However, a more complete description would be: any randomly selected agent is most likely
going to require about 500 steps of interaction, while some agents will only require 250 steps.
4.2 Reporting variability in performance
The performance distribution plotted above provides a richer summary of an algorithm’s
performance over many repetitions of the experiment, compared with say simply averaging
learning curves (e.g., plot of episodic return vs time-steps). In general, we will not want to
visualize this distribution for all algorithms; instead, we will want some summary statistics.
A more distribution-agnostic approach to summarize this curve is to provide upper and
lower percentiles, (a, b), that reflect the range of performance. For example, we might want
to know the lower .05 percentile a and upper 0.95 percentile b. Equivalently, we want to know
the range that captures the center β = 0.9 percentage of the distribution. However, because
we only have a small number of samples from this distribution, there is some uncertainty
whether we have accurately captured the true shape of the distribution.
Tolerance intervals provide a distribution-agnostic way to summarize the range of an
algorithm’s performance while taking into account uncertainty due to a limited number of
samples. We want to ensure that we capture this range with some confidence level 1 − α (e.g.,
α = 0.05). To get a (α, β)-tolerance interval, the approach essentially involves computing
the empirical upper and lower (1 − β)/2 percentiles and then slightly widening the interval
based on the numbers of runs used to compute the empirical percentiles. The formulas are
simple, and standard computing packages include support for tolerance intervals; we provide
more details in Appendix A.
Let us return to our experiment with DQN on Mountain Car and examine the variability.
We ran DQN for 50 runs, varying the seed for the agent and environment together. We plot
mean performance with a (α = 0.05, β = 0.9) tolerance interval in Figure 4a. Each range
in the plot is created by taking the 50 values at time step t and computing the tolerance
interval for these 50 values.
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(a) β = 0.9 with mean

(b) β = 0.7 with mean

(c) β = 0.7 with median

Figure 4: Tolerance intervals for the discounted return of DQN on Mountain Car, over 50
runs with α = 0.05. Recall β specifies the percentage of the distribution. (a) Tolerance
interval with β = 0.9, with mean performance. (b) Tolerance interval with β = 0.7, with
mean performance. (c) Tolerance interval with β = 0.7, with median performance.
Finally, we might also want to visual the performance of the median agent instead of
the mean performance over agents. The mean performance does not correspond to any of
the agents in the 50 runs. It might be useful to know how a representative (median) agent
performed. We visualize this in Figure 4c. We take the aggregations M1 , M2 , . . . , M50 , the
average episodic return over learning, for each run and pick the run j that is the median in
M1 , M2 , . . . , M50 . We plot the learning curve for this agent. We can see that this median
agent exhibits considerably higher variation per timestep than the mean learning curve over
agents. We also highlight that the tolerance interval is not centered around this median agent,
but rather would be centered around the median over all agents taken at each timestep.
Standard deviations and tolerance intervals reflect the variation in performance. As we
get more and more runs, the sample standard deviation and tolerance intervals approach
their true values: the true standard deviation and the true probability interval that captures
β proportion of the population. They do not shrink to zero with more runs, unlike confidence
intervals, which we discuss next.
4.3 Reporting confidence in performance estimates
The majority of results in the RL literature report confidence intervals which are very
different than what we have discussed so far. The mean and variance distribution plots and
tolerance intervals attempt to capture the variation in the distribution of performance. As
you collect more and more data—more runs—you get more and more accurate summaries
of the variation. A confidence interval on the other hand has a different goal: to capture
how certain we are in our estimate of some statistic about agent performance. As you collect
more and more data we become more and more confident that our estimate has converged.
Confidence intervals allows us to report our uncertainty in the mean estimate. We obtain
a confidence interval (l, u) for a given confidence level 1 − α, where the interval is wider
if we desire a higher confidence: wider for α = 0.01 than α = 0.05. The interpretation is
that there is a low likelihood α that the true mean falls outside of (l, u). The uncertainty
comes from the finite sample we observe, meaning our interval could have been different had
we seen a different sample (different runs). In other words, we can say that at least 1 − α
percentage of the time with a different random sample, our interval would contain the true
9

mean. It is possible that we were unlucky and have the finite sample where the true mean is
not in our interval, but it is unlikely that we have that interval. 3
To make such probabilistic statements, we have to make different assumptions about the
underlying distribution over performance. The distribution could be Gaussian (normally
distributed), but more generally could be any distribution, such as the bimodal, skewed
distribution in Figure 3. We cannot know ahead of time exactly what our distribution
looks like. But, there is a wealth of literature on selecting appropriate confidence interval
approaches (see Japkowicz and Shah [2011] for a good reference).
A reasonable choice is to obtain a confidence interval using the Student t-distribution.
This choice assumes the underlying distribution is approximately Gaussian. A typical
recommendation before using this approach is to visualize the empirical distribution over
your samples, to see if normality is a reasonable assumption—a so called graphical method
4 . For example, we could plot the 30 sampled scalars M , M , . . . , M
1
2
30 and see if they are
concentrated around the mean value, or even use a package to plot an empirical distribution.
More generically, if we assume we have n samples of performance, the Student t-distribution
confidence interval is of the form


n
n
X
σ̂
σ̂
1 X
def 1
def
M − tα,n √ , M + tα,n √
where M =
Mi and σ̂ 2 =
(Mi − M )2 .
n
n−1
n
n
i=1

i=1

The multiplier tα,n depends on the confidence level and the number of samples. For example,
for α = 0.05, as the number of samples increases, tα,n gets closer to the typical 1.96 for
Gaussian distributions.5 This multiplier can be obtained from the Student t-distribution
table, or again computed using standard computing packages. As an example, for α = 0.05,
with n = 3 (two degrees of freedom) we have tα,n = 4.303, for n = 10 we have tα,n = 2.262
and for n = 1000 we have tα,n = 1.962.
The confidence interval itself shrinks with more samples, because the standard error term
σ̂
√ goes to zero. In our setting, this means as we get more and more runs, our confidence
n
interval around our mean estimator M shrinks to zero until we can confidently claim that
we have an accurate estimate of the mean.
We run our third experiment, where we compute a confidence interval around the mean
estimator—instead of a tolerance interval—using the same data as in the last section. We can
3. Mean performance across runs is commonly reported in RL, and so we discuss appropriate empirical
procedures here for estimating it. It is important, however, to reflect for yourself on when it is useful
or not useful to use this evaluation. As we saw in the previous section, the mean performance is not
necessarily reflective of any agent. The behavior of each agent can actually be quite erratic, but the mean
performance might be reasonably smooth. In some settings, we want each agent to behave reasonably;
reporting just the mean does not allow us to see potentially poor or erratic behavior in these agents. In
other settings, such as when the environment is highly stochastic and the primary cause of variability,
then it might be sensible to report just the mean performance.
4. Alternatively, one could use a goodness of fit test like the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test or a whole host of
other statistical techniques. Many software packages such as Matlab, R, and SPSS have implementations
you can use.
5. Using a Gaussian confidence interval requires knowing the true variance. Because we have to estimate
it from data, we actually have uncertainty in this part of our interval as well. Therefore, our interval
is actually a bit wider than if we knew the true variance. With more samples, our estimate of the true
variance (true standard deviation) becomes accurate and so the multiplier approach the same multiplier
we get if we had the true variance.
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(a) α = 0.05 with Student’s t

(b) α = 0.3 with Student’s t

(c) α = 0.05 with bootstrap

Figure 5: Confidence intervals around the discounted return of DQN on Mountain Car
averaged over 30 runs. (a) Student’s t-distribution confidence interval with α = 0.05. (b)
Student’s t-distribution confidence interval with α = 0.3. (c) Bootstrap confidence interval
with α = 0.05, with mean performance. With 200 runs the mean curve is much smoother
and the CIs are tighter. We choose 30 runs for illustration purposes.

see in Figure 5a that the confidence interval with α = 0.05 is already quite tight, for these
30 runs. This shaded region reflects our uncertainty in our estimate of the mean, whereas
the tolerance interval in Figure 4a reflects the variation around the mean (and so is wider
and does not shrink to zero).
We can ask how many samples n we need before it is reasonable to compute this confidence
interval. We can actually obtain a statistically valid confidence interval, even with only
two samples! The interval itself will simply be wider, because tα,n will be larger as will
the standard error. However, it would be difficult to gauge, with only two samples, if it is
appropriate to make the assumption the underlying distribution is Gaussian. You need to
obtain enough runs to decide if the Student t-distribution confidence interval is appropriate.6
In many cases we may not be confident that our performance distribution is Gaussian,
or we might even believe it is not Gaussian. In that setting, a natural alternative to the
Student’s t confidence interval is to use bootstrap-based statistics to generate confidence
intervals. The bootstrap procedure is simple. As before, we get n measures of performance
for an algorithm, using n random seeds. We then generate a new dataset by resampling
n values from the original dataset with replacement. Finally, we repeat this resampling
procedure for a total of m times, with m usually very large (e.g. m = 10, 000). For each of
these new datasets, we compute the statistic of interest (e.g. the mean) then measure the
variability of that statistic over all of the m datasets. To create a 95% confidence interval, we
report the 0.025 percentile of the estimated statistic over all m estimates as a lower-bound
and the 0.975 percentile as an upper-bound.
A major advantage of bootstrap-based methods is that they often require very few
assumptions about the underlying data. This advantage comes at a cost, however, because
bootstrap methods generally require more data points to provide tight confidence intervals.
For this reason, our recommendation is to default to bootstrap-based methods for most
comparisons, but to check the underlying distributions to see if more powerful methods—such
as Student t-distribution confidence intervals—can apply without breaking assumptions. We
visualize the bootstrap confidence interval using the above procedure in Figure 5c.
6. A common rule of thumb is that 30 runs is enough. There is no clear justification for this number.
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(a) Confidence intervals with 10 runs.

(b) Confidence intervals with 30 runs.

Figure 6: Confidence intervals for average total discounted return DQN on the PuddleWorld
environment. Long-tail behavior in the performance distribution causes confidence intervals
to often be anti-conservative (too narrow) when too few samples are used. Increasing the
number of samples can resolve this issue for valid confidence intervals such as the percentile
bootstrap.
Remark 2
We did not seem to have to be so careful for tolerance intervals. But there too we
had to account for uncertainty in our percentile estimates. The same distributional
question arise. If we know we have an underlying Gaussian distribution, then we can
get a better estimate of these percentiles with fewer runs. It is common, however, to
default to distribution-free tolerance interval calculations, that make few assumptions
about the data. We discuss this further in Appendix A.

4.4 Do we really need more runs?
Nobody wants to run their experiment longer than needed. Just increasing the number
of runs makes our experiments take longer, and has real environmental costs. Ideally, one
would hope that advanced statistical tools can save us. Unfortunately, there is an inherent
trade-off between making some assumptions and having tighter confidence intervals, and
avoiding assumptions and having potentially useless confidence intervals. In this section,
we highlight that we may need to do more runs, especially for the types of agents that we
currently analyze that can have highly skewed performance distributions.
Consider the following example. Imagine we have collected 10 runs of the DQN algorithm
on the PuddleWorld domain and we wish to report DQN’s average performance. We can
compute a confidence interval around this mean estimate, to reflect our uncertainty due to
only having 10 runs. There are several different assumptions we could make, resulting in
different confidence intervals. We visualize several options in Figure 6. In this synthetic
example, we can actually compute the true mean and check: did our confidence intervals
capture the mean? We can see the estimated average performance for these 10 runs is
far from the true average performance of DQN in this environment. Further, four of the
confidence intervals provide overly optimistic ranges and fail to capture the true mean.
One of the five presented confidence intervals does reasonably capture the population
mean in Figure 6, so a natural conclusion might be to prefer confidence intervals which
make minimal distributional assumptions such as the sample Bernstein bound presented
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above. However the Bernstein bound is highly conservative, meaning provided confidence
intervals are incredibly wide even for large numbers of runs. Unfortunately, this inhibits
truly understanding whether we have accurately captured the average performance—in
the case of PuddleWorld, the confidence region covers a majority of the range of possible
means—requiring substantially more runs to present statistically meaningful results. In the
example above, we required as many as 1000 runs to detect differences between DQN and an
alternative algorithm using the sample Bernstein confidence interval, while the percentile
bootstrap required only 30 runs.
Unfortunately, these examples where confidence intervals fail are far
from rare. To see why they fail in this instance, we need only look at the
performance distribution of DQN on PuddleWorld. The distribution
is long-tailed with some very low performing runs occurring with low
probability (approximately 5% of the time). In this case, all 10 of our
samples were high performing causing us to overestimate the average
performance while simultaneously underestimating the variation in
performance. Note the probability of receiving 10 samples near the right-side mode is
approximately 60%—not at all uncommon. The only way to resolve this issue is simply to
collect more runs of DQN. For this specific example, we found that approximately 20 runs were
sufficient to accurately reflect the high variation and obtain accurate bootstrap confidence
intervals, and 30 runs were sufficient to accurately estimate the average performance.
One proposed solution to allow for a smaller number of runs, knowing that we have such
distributions, is to instead report an estimate of the interquartile-mean (IQM) [Agarwal
et al., 2021]. The IQM takes the mean of the points in the interquartile range, namely
between the 0.25 and 0.75 percentiles. This statistics is more robust to outliers, because
these potentially larger magnitude values are not included in the mean calculation. The
proposed estimate of the IQM is to drop the 25% highest samples (runs) and 25% lowest
samples before computing the mean of the remaining 50% of the data [Agarwal et al., 2021].
As with any choice, we need to be cautious about whether the goal was to estimate the
IQM, or whether we chose it because it provides a convenient way to reduce the number of
runs. In some cases, it is a useful statistic, with the added benefit of being a robust statistic.
In other cases, it may not capture key properties of the algorithm that we care about.
Take the DQN algorithm as example. In our tested domains, we observed low-probability
catastrophic failure events for DQN across nearly every tested domain. In Lunar Lander,
some agents would simply fly off into oblivion, obtaining incredible amounts of negative
reward until the episode was mercifully terminated due to episode cutoffs. In Cliff World,
some DQN agents would get stuck in a corner perpetually in every single episode, never
learning to find the goal. Even worse, a small subset of agents would learn to always jump
into the cliff immediately and obtain massive negative rewards. In this case, removing these
outlier agents—the agents whose performance do not conform to our pre-existing notions of
how DQN should behave on simple domains—is not helping to create a clearer picture of our
algorithm, as we are simply ignoring its shortcomings.
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4.5 Deciding on the length of an experiment
An important empirical choice for understanding your agent is the number of steps of
interaction. If you choose a smaller number of steps, then you are evaluating early learning
performance. If you choose a larger number of steps, then you are evaluating if the agent
can reach near-optimal performance within a reasonable number of samples. If you choose a
very large number of steps, then you may be evaluating if your agent can reach near-optimal
performance and stably remain at this performance.
One way to gauge if the number of steps reflects early learning or final performance is to
examine the learning curve itself. If the curve is still increasing, then likely you are seeing
early learning. If it has flattened for many steps, then you seeing the final performance of
the agent. To appropriately pick the number, you can run the agent for longer to gauge if it
eventually levels off. Then you can report performance for a smaller number of steps.
An additional choice related to steps of interaction is artificial episode cutoffs. Cutoffs
are used to prevent an episode from becoming too long. An agent may get stuck in an
environment, never finding its way to the goal and so never terminating the episode. A cutoff
involves teleporting the agent after max_steps back to the start state, without termination.
It is like picking up a robot that got stuck in a corner, and moving back into a state from
which it can learn.
For this reason, cutoffs can interact with exploration, and in particular very aggressive
short cutoffs may misrepresent the performance of agents that get frequently stuck. A clear
example of this can be found in the Mountain Car domain. In original implementations
of this environment, no early cutoffs were used and tile-coded agents would run for a few
thousand steps in the first episode on average [Moore, 1990, Sutton and Barto, 2018]. In
later implementations, an aggressive episode cutoff of 200 steps was introduced where the
optimal policy requires approximately 80 to 120 steps depending on starting conditions
[Brockman et al., 2016]. We show in Figure 7 that performance for an algorithm that uses
neural networks—called EQRC [Patterson et al., 2022]—is much better with more aggressive
cutoffs, with much lower variability over runs.7
We might choose to run the agent for a fixed number of steps, rather than a fixed number
of episodes. In that case, we do not need episode cutoffs; however, they can still be beneficial
to use. The main reason is that, due to stochasticity in environments, many agents may have
some interactions that lead the agent to get stuck. This issue may not only have to do with
the agent, but also potentially with the environment. We can set the episode cutoff to a
large number, that is less than the number of learning steps, to avoid having runs where the
agent is stuck in one episode forever. With a large cutoff, we are much less likely to make
the problem too easy and can avoid significantly skewing the results. But, we obtain some of
the reduced variance in runs to facilitate evaluation.

7. This change in default implementation illustrates the practice of problem adaptation—making an easier
version of the problem to alleviate challenges in modern algorithms, such as neural networks struggling to
learn from flat reward signals.
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Figure 7: Performance of the EQRC algorithm in Mountain Car for three different episode
cutoff lengths: τ ∈ {200, 500, 10000}. Smaller cutoffs clip the impact of outlier performance
values, causing variance to be significantly under-reported and mean performance to be
biased toward higher performance.
4.6 Summary
We conclude each section with a summary of key actionable advice. Here, we summarize key
points to consider when investigating an algorithm in one environment, assuming we have
already specified the hyperparameters.
Key insights: evaluating a fully-specified algorithm
1. A single run of an agent can be informative; consider visualizing individual runs to
gain some understanding of your algorithm.
2. Agent behavior, with the same algorithm and environment, can be very different across
random seeds. Consider reporting this variability using sample standard deviations or
tolerance intervals, rather than just reporting the mean or median performance.
3. Confidence intervals around the mean primarily tell us about our certainty in our mean
estimate, not about the variability in the underlying agents. If you primarily care
about understanding mean performance, then report means with confidence intervals.
If you care about the behavior of each agent, not just the mean, then consider reporting
tolerance intervals.
4. In general we advocate that you do not report standard errors. They are
like a low-confidence confidence interval, and it is more sensible to decide on the
confidence interval you want to report.
5. The required number of runs depends on your performance distribution, which is
unknown to you. It is clear that in almost all cases 5 runs is insufficient to make
strong claims, but even 30 runs can be insufficient if the distribution is heavily skewed.
6. Consider reporting Performance versus Steps of Interaction, rather than Performance
versus Episodes. This choice ensures every agent receives the same number of samples.
(See Section 3)
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7. Deliberately choose the number of steps of interaction to reflect early learning or
ability to learn the optimal policy, rather than inheriting what was done in previous
work.
8. Aggressive episode cutoffs can significantly skew the results.
There are lot of things to worry about just to run a good observational study of single
agent. But let’s gain some perspective here: why should this be easy? It’s not easy for our
animal learning scientist to conduct and document the study of a few rats in a maze. They
have to worry about so many other things that we do not: how to physically handle the
animals, if their personal scent impacts the animals, uncontrolled genetic variations, running
in real time, extra dull rats, and so on. In contrast, we can carefully enumerate our sources
of bias, programatically vary conditions, exercise perfectly repeatable interventions, control
almost all relevant sources of variation, perfectly record all relevant information, and run
millions of experiments hundreds of times faster than real-time. Scientists examining the
real-world cannot cut corners, even though their empirical setting is more onerous than ours.
Similarly, if we truly want to understand our algorithms and gather sufficient evidence for
our claims, we need to take the scientific enterprise seriously.
Science is first and foremost about understanding, not picking winners and
losers!

5. Dealing with Hyperparameters
Almost all algorithms have hyperparameters. These are (typically static) scalars that have
to be selected by a person before running an an experiment. Typical hyperparameters in
reinforcement learning include stepsizes, and other optimization parameters like momentum
and batch sizes; the eligibility trace parameter or the horizon for n-step methods; the target
net refresh rate; and even the function approximation architectures used, which themselves
can have many different hyperparameters (e.g., depth, number of nodes per layer, activation
function, etc). Naturally, reinforcement learning algorithms describe how an agent learns
over time and so it is reasonable to expect that hyperparameters—like learnable parameters—
should adapt with time. For our purposes, we can treat hyperparameter adaptation as part
of the algorithm specification and restrict our focus to hyperparameters which are set at the
beginning of the experiment—like the initial values. As we will see, this simplified setting is
still complex and requires a lot of nuance!
The possible combinations of hyperparameters can be overwhelming. It is hard enough
to properly evaluate a single agent, let alone having to consider this combinatorial space
of agents to assess an algorithm. But, we can overcome this panic by stepping back and
clarifying the goal of our experiment. There are two typical settings: (1) where we want to
understand the variety of behaviors produced by our algorithms for different hyperparameter
settings, and (2) where hyperparameters are optimized in order to tune an algorithm for a
specific problem setting. As a field, we generally have more understanding about how to
study hyperparameter sensitivity, though of course empirical design here is also nuanced; we
discuss this in Section 5.1.
The second setting is more unclear, because unlike supervised learning, we do not have a
general purpose algorithm like cross-validation that can be layered on top of any algorithm
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to select hyperparameters. Reinforcement learning also covers a wide variety of problem
settings—(a) those where we cannot explore many hyperparameter settings due to safety,
and (b) those where we have a cheap simulator and can exhaustively tune—clearly it is
challenging to ascribe a one-size-fits-all approach. We discuss this briefly in Section 5.2, and
in more depth in Appendix B.3.
In order to more precisely discuss the role of hyperparameters, we borrow some terminology
from recent work on hyperparameter tuning for reinforcement learning [Jordan et al., 2020].
Modern RL algorithms can have dozens of hyperparameters that need to be set before a
single experiment can be run. Fortunately, the literature (and codebases) contains some
reasonable default choices for many hyperparameters, significantly narrowing the space of
unknowns that need to be specified before running an experiment. In the case that all of
the hyperparameters have already been set—either through tuning, defaults, or an adaptive
algorithm—we will call this a fully-specified algorithm. A fully-specified algorithm has no
unknowns besides its learnable parameters and is ready to run on a problem setting. We will
additionally refer to partially-specified algorithms which, as the name implies, are algorithms
with most hyperparameter settings already specified while a few remain unknown. It is in
this partially-specified setting where we will start, with just one hyperparameter unspecified.
5.1 Understanding Hyperparameter Sensitivity
The goal of hyperparameter sensitivity analysis is to help us understand our algorithms.
This is not about optimizing hyperparameters to support SOTA claims! These insights can
help identify serious sensitivities that suggest improvements to the algorithm are needed,
they can help us understand changes in behavior as we interpolate across a space of different
algorithms, or they can help identify hyperparameters which require joint tuning in order to
provide good performance. As a classic example, the trace parameter λ in TD(λ) algorithms
interpolates between Monte Carlo algorithms as λ → 1 and the original TD algorithm as
λ → 0. The goal is not to show that λ = 0.9 is a generally optimal choice but instead
characterize how the performance of TD(λ) changes as we change λ.
In order to evaluate our algorithm with different values of a hyperparameter, we need
to collect enough data to provide reasonable estimates of our statistic of interest. Say
we wish to report the average performance across agents produced by our algorithm for
each hyperparameter value, then for every hyper-parameter setting we need enough agents
to actually estimate that average. This is no different than Section 3 where we required
multiple agents to evaluate an algorithm, except now we are evaluating multiple fully-specified
algorithms; one for each setting of the hyperparameter of interest. In the most basic setting,
this means we need N runs for every hyperparameter setting, h, for a total of N h runs.
Clearly, this can become expensive quickly!
Dealing with a single hyperparameter. Once we have obtained an estimate of performance for each setting of our hyperparameter, we can summarize the performance of this
partially-specified algorithm as in Figure 8. To create such a plot, we must first decide on
a range for the hyperparameter then specify how intermediate values are selected within
that range. A common range for stepsizes is to use powers of 2, to systematically cover the
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space.8 If there is a clear bowl or U-shape to the resulting curve—as in Figure 8—then
this selection scheme was likely appropriate—though the curve is not always U-shaped. If
we observe sharp changes in performance—like the V-shape in Figure 9—you may need
to sample more densely within that region to better understand the range of appropriate
values for the hyperparameter. These sharp changes often occur when the initial range of the
hyperparameter is too large or when the distribution of tested values are concentrated around
a region of poor performance—that is you missed the good ones. If the best performance is
at the one end of the range—like in Figure 10— then this suggests the range was too narrow
and may need to be systematically expanded.
Now that we have our sensitivity curve, how do we interpret it? If the sensitivity curve is
reasonably flat—the minimum performance is close to the maximum—for a wide range of
hyperparameter values, then we might say that this partially-specified algorithm is insensitive
and so it will not be challenging to define a fully-specified algorithm for deployment. If
the sensitivity curve indicates a large difference in performance within a narrow region of
hyperparameter values, then we would say this partially-specified algorithm is highly sensitive
and conclude that defining a fully-specified version for deployment might be difficult.
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Figure 8: A good sensitivity curve that captures a wide
range of the variable of interest and illustrates that
performance changes smoothly as the hyperparameter
changes.
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Figure 9: A sensitivity curve where the range of tested
values may be too wide, instead of being focused in the
region of interest. We lose some information around the
peak performance and it is not immediately clear that
performance changes smoothly as the hyperparameter
changes.

8. This log-uniform coverage of stepsizes arises from the fact that the learning rule often forms an exponential
moving average parameterized by the stepsize. Many hyperparameters have similar exponential effects
such as the momentum parameter, the discount parameter γ, or the trace parameter λ.
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Figure 10: A sensitivity curve where we potentially
missed the best performance. The best performing
hyperparameter may be outside the range or may be
the endpoint of the range, but we cannot tell with the
presented information.
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Such comprehensive experiments can be expensive, and it can be tempting to test only
a small number of hyperparameter settings. However, we always have to ask ourselves if
we have compromised our empirical design. There is no point in running a flawed
experiment, even if it is more feasible in terms of computation. An alternative
choice would be to ask research questions that better match our computational resources.
Remember, some empirical questions are simply more challenging to answer than others. For
example, it is challenging to convincingly show that an algorithm is insensitive—this would
require testing a wide-range of values with a large number of intermediate values—or that
an algorithm is divergent.
Example: Does TD diverge?
Imagine you realize that TD might diverge under off-policy updating. You might come
up with an example where you believe TD will diverge, such as Baird’s counterexample
[Baird, 1995], but how do you show empirically that TD does in fact diverge? Naively, we
might start by selecting a default set of hyperparameters and testing TD; we will find that
this does, in fact, diverge! But is that always true, or does it only happen for the default
hyperparameters?
To provide evidence that TD cannot converge on this counterexample, regardless of
hyperparameter setting, we must carefully sweep the stepsize for TD, using many runs for
every stepsize and reporting performance for the best one, to highlight this issue with TD
on this problem. Otherwise, it is always possible that TD fails due to a poorly selected
stepsize, rather than due to an inherent, underlying issue. Such an experiment is designed
to show that, even under ideal conditions, an existing algorithm has an issue. Ultimately,
we will never be able to exhaustively test all possible hyperparameters; so to complete
our claim and provide convincing evidence, we might state the additional assumption that
performance changes smoothly as the hyperparameters change. That is, we assume that
TD with stepsize α = 0.01 and TD with α = 0.0100001 will perform roughly the same.

Remark 3
Dealing with hyperparameters is an active area of research and thus our treatment of it
here will be necessarily limited. Things become complicated and more computationally
burdensome with more than one hyperparameter. The interested reader can jump to
Appendix B.1 to find out more.
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5.2 Moving towards fully-specified algorithms
Recall we had one of two goals in conducting an experiment: (1) understanding performance
with respect to an algorithm’s hyperparameters, and (2) optimizing the hyperparameters
for a specific problem setting. This section focuses on the latter, where the ultimate goal
is to develop algorithms to use in practice, in the real-world. For this setting, we need an
algorithmic approach to set hyperparameters, or hyperparameter-free algorithms. It is not
possible to test many hyperparameters in most deployment scenarios.9 For example, if a
reinforcement learning algorithm is being used to optimize data center cooling, it can be
unrealistic to test even a handful of hyperparameters on the system. Instead, we want to
deploy a fully-specified algorithm.
One issue in reinforcement learning is that we do not have a general purpose algorithm
for hyperparameter selection, unlike supervised learning. In supervised learning, we can use
internal cross-validation to select hyperparameters: the best hyperparameters are selected
by separating the data into training and validation, and using validation performance as
a measure of generalization performance under those hyperparameters. We have no such
equivalent procedure for reinforcement learning. We discuss why this is the case in Appendix
B.3, and propose potential options for developing such algorithms for reinforcement learning.
A common approach today is to use the default hyperparameters specified in the released
code-base. Using these defaults is not unreasonable, if the goal is to compare two systems. In
an empirical study, you may want to understand the performance of two released code-bases
across a variety of different problems. This experiment is not about comparing the algorithms
underlying those systems, but rather the systems themselves. As long as you avoid making
bold claims about components of the system being better than components of another
system, just based on performance with default hyperparameters, then this empirical design
is appropriate.
Otherwise, it is important to remember that hyperparameters chosen in one set of
environments may not be appropriate for a new set of environments. If your goal is to
understand the utility of your modification to an algorithm, or to understand differences
between two algorithmic ideas, then you need to reconsider these default hyperparameters.
Key insights: dealing with hyperparamerers
1. Unthoughtful treatment of hyperparameters is one the leading causes of bias in
empirical RL. The first step is acknowledging this bias.
2. When designing an experiment, make a plan to select hyperparameters in a way that
matches the goals of the experiment, rather than as a frustrating nuisance.
3. Hyperparameter sweeps are not a general-purpose method for finding hyperparameters;
instead, we use sweeps in experiments to understand our algorithms.

9. The one exception is when the ultimate goal is to solve a simulated environment. This corresponds to
only a limited set of environment, and so we do not consider it here. It is important to note that for
simulated environment, even though we can use hyperparameter optimization, we then have to account
for that as part of the algorithm and as part of the computational cost.
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4. For sensitivity plots, select ranges of hyperparameters mindfully. Ensure the range is
wide enough; if you find optimal parameters lie on the boundary, expand the range.
5. Visualizing hyperparameter sensitivity is itself a difficult problem; be innovative about
how to communicate this to the reader. Current options include two-dimensional
parameter sensitivity curves over one hyperparameter and violin plots of all hyperparameters.
6. In general, it is better to avoid reporting performance for the best hyperparameters
chosen in an environment. There are too many pitfalls, and you risk tricking yourself
about the quality of your algorithm.
7. Default hyperparameter settings are not necessarily appropriate and certainly not
always fair. See more in the next section about the pitfalls of untuned baselines.

6. Comparing the performance of multiple algorithms
Most—if not all—the things we worry about when investigating a single agent are relevant
when investigating more than one. However, the concerns are just more serious as now we
are often attempting to make a value judgement on the ranking or relations between multiple
agents. The claims are inherently much stronger and thus the standard of evidence and
rigour required goes up a notch.
There are many reasons we ultimately compare multiple algorithms. The most common
goal is to provide a performance ranking over multiple related algorithms on a given problem
setting (or suite of problem settings). Implicitly, we are making the claim: “if your problem
is similar to this problem setting, here is the algorithm you should use”. Supporting such
claims well is rife with difficulties and we will dive into the details in Section 7.2.
An alternative reason to compare algorithms is to show that one algorithm (the baseline)
suffers from some problem, but the newly proposed algorithm does not. A prototypical example is the introduction of Gradient TD methods [Sutton et al., 2009]. The comparison starts
by convincingly illustrating that the baseline algorithm (TD in this example) suffers from
some problem, generally by crafting a very specific and simple counterexample environment.
Then we introduce a novel algorithm or modification to the baseline and show that this
modification does not suffer the same problem.
In this section, we will explore the challenges that arise for both types of comparison and
discuss strategies for drawing reliable and robust conclusions. Naturally, it is impossible to
capture all possible future experiments; however, much of the following discussion generalizes
well to many possible experimental procedures. We will generally assume the reader has well
understood the preceding sections on summarizing the performance of a single algorithm
(Section 4) and understanding the impact of hyperparameters on an algorithm (Section 5) as
these concerns become even more exaggerated in the multiple algorithm case!
6.1 Designer’s curse: with great knowledge comes great responsibility
It is easy to underestimate how your own expertise can negatively impact your experiments.
Evaluating your own algorithm is rife with bias. You know the ins and outs of your algorithm
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likely better than anyone on the planet. Realistically, you have spent months working with
different versions of your algorithm, tuning them for performance, finding environments
where your algorithm shines and discarding ones where your method does not. The baselines
you eventually compare against likely have not received such love. Worse, you will not have
the same detailed understanding of those baselines, nor knowledge of how to tune them well.
There is nothing we can do about designer bias (in fact it’s a nice side effect of good
algorithmic research), but there are steps we can take to reduce experimenter bias. The basic
message is you should spend significant effort to get the baselines working well. It would be
better to risk giving the baselines a small advantage, to mitigate the risk of over-claiming.
Let us revisit the example of an experiment where we wish to propose an algorithm which
solves some failure case experienced by a baseline algorithm. Implicitly, this experiment
is actually making two independent claims. The first claim is that the baseline algorithm
experiences a particular failure case. As we saw in Section 5, it is exceptionally challenging to
show that an algorithm has a consistent failure case. We can always ask: would this happen
for a different choice of hyperparameters?
On the other hand, the second claim of showing that our proposed algorithm does not
fail in the same setting is much easier. In fact, this takes only a single example! As a
result, a truly fair comparison in this case requires spending a significant amount of time
understanding the baseline algorithm while requiring far less time (empirically) understanding
the proposed algorithm. If we had not spent the time with the baseline, we could likely be
building a strawman argument; one which does little good for the scientific understanding of
learning algorithms.
When we are benchmarking our algorithm, one of the easiest ways to protect against
designer bias is to choose the right environments. We can let the authors of the baseline
algorithm do the work here. If you are comparing your new algorithm to Soft Actor-Critic
(SAC) [Haarnoja et al., 2018], then use an environment that prior work has shown SAC
does well in. It is reasonable to assume that the authors of SAC worked hard to tune their
own algorithm—see, that is designer bias working for you! It is important that you pair the
environment choice with fully specified algorithms (settings for all the key hyperparameters)
because our algorithms are not yet general. SAC with hyperparameters tuned for HalfCheetah,
for example, is likely to not work well in Mountain Car. It is OK to try a baseline algorithm
on a new environment, but then you will likely have to expend significant energy tuning it
(perhaps changing the network architecture, optimizer, etc.) and you really cannot be sure
you will do a good job.
Example: Untuned baseline.
The inset figure shows one example where an untuned agent
is applied to a new environment, in this case Lunar Lander.
Imagine we have introduced a new algorithm called DeepQ—
it is a simple action value learning agent with a Q-learning
update and neural network function approximation (the blue
line). Now imagine we grabbed a freely available DQN implementation with a default set of hyperparameters tuned
for some other problem. Comparing the blue and black lines
might lead one to think DeepQ is much better than DQN on
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this task, but we are misleading ourselves. The red line represents DQN after tuning its
hyperparameters for Lunar Lander. Voila! Much improved performance and ego checked!
The moral of the story is simple: beware of untuned baselines!

6.2 The utility of calibration baselines: what does that line even mean anyway?
Sometimes comparing the performance of two algorithms is not enough because we lack
context to understand the results. Returning to the Lundar Lander experiment above we
might naturally wonder: are any of these algorithms doing well? How would a non-learning
policy like random action-selection fair? What about a learning agent with a much simpler
function approximator like Sarsa(λ) with tile coding? Indeed, years ago when one of the
authors submitted their first paper on using reinforcement learning to play hearts, pesky
Reviewer #2 said roughly: “sure your agent is good compared to human players and the best
search agent, but I don’t have any basis to understand the performance. You should include
results playing against a random agent”. Reviewer #2 was right. We included the baseline,
which ultimately showed our agent and the other baselines were very strong indeed, and it
made our paper better. You should always ask yourself if such baselines—not just SOTA
algorithms—could make your results easier for the non-expert to interpret.
Picking the right calibration baseline depends on the research question, but generally there
is a lot of flexibility here. It is often good to think of both randomized and high-performance
or even oracle baselines. Such oracle baselines might have access to side information that
your learning agent does not, setting an unobtainable but interesting performance bar.
Alternatively, an oracle baseline might just operate under different constraints than your new
method. For example, we often compare linear complexity off-policy TD methods against
incremental variants of least squares TD (LSTD). LSTD is a quadratic method that performs
more compute per step than a linear method and thus naturally we expect it to set a high
performance bar. If your new linear off-policy TD method approaches the performance of
LSTD on several environments, you can be more confident your method is learning efficiently
and that your method’s improvement over other linear baselines is relevant.
6.3 Ranking algorithms (maybe don’t)
A common goal is to show that your new algorithm is better than some prior work. However,
providing supporting evidence towards this claim can be exceptionally difficult. In fact, in all
but the most rare cases, we might go so far as to say that providing such evidence is entirely
infeasible! The space of problem settings where any given algorithm may be deployed is large
and wholly unspecified; showing that any algorithm generally outperforms another across
this space would be impossible without first defining the space. Even once that massive
space of problems is well-defined, gathering sufficient evidence to reasonably cover the space
is likely computationally intractable.
Instead, we tend to produce a ranking of algorithms on a small problem set and hope our
claims generalize. Let us discuss a bit more why this might be problematic. Even if we could
clearly show improved performance for a particular benchmark, it does not tell us much
about our claim in general. If one algorithm obtains a higher score, in aggregate, across Atari
games, then it does not tell us that this algorithm will be better more generally. It is like
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trying to generalize from a biased distribution with a few samples (performance in Atari), to
make predictions about performance across the whole set (performance in all environments).
Instead, we argue that insights about why an algorithm behaves differently do tend to
reasonably generalize. Highlighting issues using synthetic environments, like counterexample
MDPs or environments with carefully crafted properties such as Riverswim [Strehl and
Littman, 2008], allow us to reason about what situations will cause an algorithm to fail. It is
up to domain experts, then, to identify if these failure modes apply to their problem setting.
Example: The deadly triad.
One such insight that has aged well is the deadly triad [Sutton and Barto, 2018]. The
deadly triad specifies three conditions where TD-like learning algorithms will often fail:
(1) when the algorithm learns from bootstrapped estimates, (2) off-policy samples, and (3)
function approximation. Given this set of conditions, then, it is not hard to propose an
environment where TD algorithms fail; many have been proposed in the literature [Baird,
1995, Kolter, 2011, Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997]. These conditions have been further
refined over the years to include properties of the environment [Kolter, 2011, Patterson
et al., 2022] and properties of the function approximator [Ghosh and Bellemare, 2020]
allowing an even more crisp understanding of when algorithms might fail. These insights
have later been shown to be robust across many different learning problems, architectures,
and fully engineered learning systems [van Hasselt et al., 2018, Obando-Ceron and Castro,
2021, Patterson et al., 2022].
Another challenge that arises is that of fairness. When comparing performance of
multiple algorithms, many design choices must be made: setting hyperparameters, picking
which environments to use, how long to run each experiment, and so on. Sometimes these
choices have non-obvious and indirect impacts on the performance of each tested algorithm,
often leading to latent unfairness in the experimental design. A noteworthy example is the
experiment length used for the Atari benchmark. Shortening the length of experiments run
on Atari dramatically changes the ranking of algorithms [Machado et al., 2018, Agarwal
et al., 2021], leading one to wonder which ranking to consider when applying any of these
algorithms to your problem of interest.
Sometimes it is not obvious how to maintain fairness across different algorithms. In these
cases, a common strategy is to make comparisons at multiple levels along the challenging
axis. For instance, if two algorithms have wildly different architectures, it can be challenging
to ensure representation capacity is fair. So instead, an empiricist might fix the representation capacity of one algorithm, while testing the other algorithms with increasingly large
representations. All levels of the varied axis are reported giving a complete picture of the
performance difference as representation capacity changes.
Unfortunately, it can be expensive to exhaustively test an algorithm for multiple settings
of a confounding variable—in fact, this is effectively a form of sensitivity analysis akin to
Section 5. When considering designing fair comparisons, we often come back to a focus on
understanding our algorithms, rather than ranking them. We discuss this further in Section
7, where we discuss selecting and designing environments for experiments.
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6.4 Statistically significant comparisons for two fully-specified algorithms
Imagine that we want to compare Algorithm A and Algorithm B, in Mountain Car, in terms
of the online episodic return, in expectation across many runs. We may want to say that A
is better than B, with high confidence, on Mountain Car.10 One of the simplest strategies for
comparing the two is to compute confidence intervals, which we discussed for a fully-specified
algorithm in Section 4.3. If the two intervals do not overlap, and the mean value for A is
above B, then we can conclude that A is statistically significantly better than B.
However, this is a low powered test. In other words, depending on the number of runs,
the confidence intervals may overlap but a more powerful test, like the paired t-test, might
have allowed us to conclude that A is statistically significantly better than B. The primary
reason is that pairing allows us to account for sources of variation due to the environment or
initialization. For example, for one random seed, the agent may be started in a difficult start
state, impacting all future learning. If we compare the two agents for that seed, then we
may find that both performed poorly for that seed, but that the relative ranking remained
the same. The small modification to get the paired t-test is simply to look at differences in
performance, rather than the performance itself.
We can leverage the same idea to visualize confidence intervals for learning curves.
Overloading terminology, let the performance of one algorithm be random variable A and the
performance of the baseline be random variable B. Then we would report an interval around
D = A − B as opposed to reporting two intervals (lA , uA ) and (lB , uB ), as shown in Figure
11. Whenever the lower bound of the interval is greater than zero, our proposed algorithm
outperforms the baseline with our stated level of confidence. Notably, this has the additional
advantage of removing one line and shaded region in learning curve plots—at the cost of a
slightly obfuscated visualization of performance. In the end, both plots may be desirable.
It may actually be preferable to use this confidence interval on the difference rather
than a hypothesis test because it provides more information. In particular, it highlights the
magnitude of the difference between algorithms, called the effect size, not just that they
are different. Most hypothesis tests are designed to answer the question: is the average
performance of algorithm A better than the average performance of algorithm B? If there
truly is a difference in performance between these algorithms, then with enough samples we
will eventually be able to reject the null hypothesis and provide evidence that A is better
than B at the p = 0.05 level. However this ignores a very important nuance: the difference
in performance may be negligibly small. A common solution to this problem is to include an
appropriate measure of the effect size for the chosen hypothesis test, for instance for a t-test
one might include Cohen’s d to measure the effect size. However, such effect size tests may
not be available in all situations and can often be difficult to interpret.
Another common criticism of hypothesis tests are that their results are easily misinterpreted; in fact, this has lead to some scientific publications banning the use of p-values
[Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016]. A common misinterpretation of the p-value is that p represents
the error rate of the test. Rather, the p value says: if the null hypothesis were true, then the
probability of seeing results at least this extreme is p due to sampling variation. However,
naturally, we do not know whether the null hypothesis is true—this is why we are performing
10. Presumably we are verifying that A resolves an issue with B, that manifests on Mountain Car, rather
than attempting to outperform B on Mountain Car.
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(b) Performance difference D = GDQN −GEQRC .

(a) Individual performance of DQN and EQRC.

Figure 11: In (a), we see the performance of two algorithms, DQN and EQRC (see [Ghiassian
et al., 2020]), on the Mountain Car environment. Shaded regions show individual confidence
intervals for each algorithm. In (b), we show the performance difference D = GDQN − GEQRC .
When D > 0, then DQN has better performance. When D < 0, then EQRC has better
performance. And when the shaded region does not include the horizontal line at D = 0,
then the reported difference is statistically significant. It is challenging to identify if there
are differences between algorithms in the early portion of learning in the individual curves in
(a), but it is much clearer to see in the difference curve in (b).

the test—and so we cannot know the true error rate from this alone. Recent statistical
simulations suggest that, for sensible assumptions, the true error rate for a p-value of p = 0.05
may be as high as 26% [Sellke et al., 2001, Colquhoun, 2017]. As the p-value decreases and
the effect size increases, this error rate quickly drops.
The principle behind pairwise comparisons is also about controlling randomness whenever
we can. The ability to replicate and reproduce results is core to scientific investigation.
Computer simulations have a particular advantage of being nearly perfectly replicable. To
do so, however, we must carefully control sources of variation: this means controlling the
pseudorandom number generators responsible for simulating randomness in our environments
and agents. A common approach is to set a global random seed for the entire simulation,
impacting the random state of all randomized components simultaneously. However, it can
often be beneficial to retain independent random states for each randomized component of
the experiment.
Example: Separating the random seed for the agent and environment.
Imagine you want to understand the impact of adding an auxiliary loss to your agent.
Specifically, your hypothesis is that the stable rank of the agent’s representation will decay
less quickly when you use an additional neural network head to predict the next state.
To test this hypothesis you start with a single environment—say Puddle World—select
a learning algorithm with all hyperparameters specified except for the neural network
architecture, then create two fully-specified algorithms by defining a neural network
architecture with the auxiliary head, and another without. Finally, you run each algorithm
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30 times, measuring the stable rank of the neural network layers periodically through the
run for each individual agent.
Consider the code-design where you set a single global random seed for the entire
simulation and you run the first agent seed = 0 for both architectures. Because both neural
networks have different sizes and both are initialized randomly, each agent will call the
random number generate a different number of times—at the end of agent initialization,
both random number generators are in different states. Then your code initializes the
Puddle World state by randomly selecting a starting coordinate. However, because both
RNGs are in different states, both investigated agents likewise start in different states.
Because the starting state in Puddle World considerably changes the sequence of observed
rewards, both agents for seed = 0 receive wildly different data.
On average over several different agents for each experimental condition, the effects of
differing observation sequences will wash out and we will be able to detect if our auxiliary
loss plays a role on stable rank. However, if we had used individual random states for both
the agent initialization and the environment initialization, the two seed = 0 agents would
have observed the exact same sequence of observations and would share some degree of
variation due to these observations. Taking advantage of this pairing structure, we can
detect differences in stable rank with far fewer agents by cancelling out nuisance sources
of variation. This experimental design is called repeated measures.

6.5 Statistically significant comparisons for multiple fully-specified algorithms
There are times we want to compare multiple agents. For example, there may be a baseline,
an existing algorithm and your modification of that algorithm. A sensible choice is still to
choose an algorithm as a comparator, and plot differences to that algorithm for the rest. This
approach mitigates some of the variance we might see due to the particular configurations in
a run. We can report confidence intervals for these difference curves, as above.
However, we need to consider issues with multiple comparisons. Imagine that we compare
5 different algorithms on a plot, all with performance differences to some baseline. We may
mentally compare the 5 different confidence intervals, or run pairwise comparisons using
hypothesis tests. If we treat each comparison independently, then the failure probability
δ accumulates. To account for these multiple comparisons, the simplest solution is the
Bonferroni correction, that uses δ/5 to compute these accumulating probabilities to allow for
a confidence of 1 − δ. Naturally, this requires even more runs (and more compute) to ensure
statistical significance.
One of the simplest solutions to this issue is to narrow the scope of our experiment, and
run fewer algorithms. We can limit the scope of baselines to those that have similar design
philosophies or characteristics to our own proposed algorithm (showing reviewers at times
request more baselines with little thought). For example, perhaps we propose a model-free
policy-gradient method and so choose to only compare to other model-free policy-gradient
baselines. This restriction narrows the question to algorithmic improvements within the
same class of algorithms, rather than also trying to show improvements for policy gradient
methods over an entirely alternative class like model-based Q-learning algorithms. It is
actually reasonable to separate this for clarity reasons, not just computational reasons.
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Another common approach is to isolate the precise modification made in the proposed
algorithm. Perhaps the proposed algorithm introduces a new sampling strategy from replay
buffers. Instead of comparing against a suite of different learning rules, we can instead make
a small number of pairwise comparison between similar algorithms. For instance, we can
endow DQN and A3C with our proposed replay buffer and perform two pairwise comparisons
against the original DQN and A3C respectively. We do not care if DQN with the novel replay
buffer outperforms A3C with the old replay buffer, as many design variables change between
these populations. By eliminating several such pairwise comparisons, we can significantly
decrease the probability of false negatives and number of samples to detect differences.
Key insights: comparing the performance of multiple algorithms
1. Be aware of your designer bias. Ultimately, you want to avoid misleading yourself, as
well as the rest of the community.
2. Consider the use of baselines (e.g., random, oracle) to contextualize performance.
3. The purpose of comparing to an algorithm is primarily to show that your new approach
resolves the issues that you claim it does. It is difficult to claim that you have a
generally better algorithm only using performance across several environments. Design
experiments to provide insights rather than state-of-the-art claims.
4. We can leverage paired comparisons between algorithms, to reduce variability and
make statistically sound conclusions with fewer runs.
5. Statistical intervals—confidence intervals and tolerance intervals—provide a more
interpretable alternative to hypothesis tests, when comparing two algorithms. By
reporting intervals, we provide both a sense of effect size and an estimated error rate.
6. Consider setting the random seed for the environment and agent separately. This
repeated measures empirical design allows us to control for stochasticity in the agent
(e.g., neural network initialization) separately from environment stochasticity (e.g.,
start state), ensuring pairwise comparisons share more similarities. Remember, the
seed is NOT a tuneable hyperparameter.
7. Comparing more than two algorithms requires more care, and we can run into multiple
comparisons issues. Err on the side of designing experiments where a more focused
questions is asked, comparing a smaller number of algorithms.

7. Selecting environments
The selection of environments is a critical part of the setup of your experiment. In other
sciences, experiments are about the natural world and are naturally constrained. The natural
world provides a rich suite of real-world problems for us as well, such as robotics, chat bots,
controlling power plants, trading, and more. These real-world problem are often where
we want to eventually deploy our algorithms; simulation is where we can prototype. In
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simulation, it is difficult to maintain the richness of the real-world. And worse, we may
inadvertently design environments that are actually impossible or too easy.
When developing an algorithm, the first step is usually to hypothesize a very simple
environment and experiment where you are highly confident in the outcome. For example, to
test an agent’s ability to remember we might design a small gridworld where the agent must
remember that pressing a button unlocks a reward. This first step provides a foundation for
more complex experiments. If there are surprising results in this first step—as there very
often are—then it can be much more carefully understood before moving to a setting where
it can be harder to isolate the issue. It is also a step where a surprising result can make you
rethink the algorithm itself, thus providing conceptual clarity. We discuss such diagnostic
environments in Section 7.1.
After that, the next step is to evaluate the algorithm(s) on existing benchmark environments. We discuss the role of using benchmark environments further in Section 7.2. We
conclude the section with a brief discussion about difficulties with creating new environments
and about the potential utility of aggregating environments.
7.1 Diagnostic environments
The first step in designing a diagnostic MDP is to isolate the key issue your algorithm is
designed to solving. If you can identify that issue, then you can design an environment that
is defined by that issue or where the issue is exaggerated enough to find an effect—that is
exactly what a diagnostic MDP is. In this section, we will give several examples of effective
diagnostic environments and explain how they provide this exaggerated effect.
A classical diagnostic environment is Baird’s counterexample [Baird, 1995]. This 7state environment was designed to show that temporal difference (TD) learning divergences
under off-policy sampling. This diagnostic environment may seem like a counterexample,
rather than an environment. However, it is an ideal example of a diagnostic environment
because it is precisely one where the experimenter should be quite sure of the outcome—
divergence—but cannot perfectly anticipate actual behavior in deployment. Surprising
outcomes have since come out of this environment. In our own experiments, for example, we
have found that incorporating certain adaptive stepsize algorithms into TD seems to resolve
this counterexample, though there is no theory that suggests it should. Further, with a λ
larger than 1/7, the GTD(λ) algorithm exhibits instability in this environment [White and
White, 2016], providing useful insights into the role of eligibility traces in off-policy learning.
Such diagnostic MDPs themselves can have lasting impact on algorithm development.
Baird’s little MDP has been repeatedly used to test new gradient algorithms. In some cases,
it has highlighted issues with those algorithms. Emphatic TD, for example, should converge
on Baird’s counterexample in theory, but in practice the variance is sufficiently high that
convergence is very poor and requires careful tuning [Sutton et al., 2016, Mahmood, 2017].
Diagnostic environments are chosen based on the hypothesis you wish to test, which
means that existing diagnostic environment may already have been designed to isolate that
property that you wish to test. For example, you might hypothesize that an algorithms is
prone to settling on a suboptimal policy because it does not explore enough. You might select
the classic environment Riverswim [Szita and Lorincz, 2008], which was designed specifically
to test this. The environment requires the agent to move to the right—upstream—to get to
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the highest reward in the rightmost state, but the dynamics push it to the left—downstream.
In the leftmost state there is a misleading positive reward that further encourages the agent
to settle on this easy, but suboptimal, solution.
7.2 Benchmark environments and challenge problems
Benchmark environments provide a useful tool to assess if there are issues with a new
algorithm—a sanity check. The word benchmark precisely means a point of reference. The
possible performance on these environments is well understood, due to previous results,
making it easier to understand if you are doing better or worse than this reference. If you
are doing notably worse than a known reasonable solution, then this could indicate an issue
with your algorithm that should be addressed.
For this reason, benchmark environments can remain useful for many years. Classic
environments that are still commonly used include Mountain Car [Moore, 1990], Cartpole
[Sutton and Barto, 2018], Puddle World [Sutton and Barto, 2018] and Acrobot [Sutton, 1996].
These simple environments play a useful role because we understand very well how to get
good performance in these environments, and so we can easily see when there are issues in
new algorithms. For example, a Sarsa(λ) agent with tile-coding can find a good policy in
Mountain Car in a dozen or so episodes. DQN—using replay and target networks—learns
much more slowly, settles on a worse policy, exhibits more instability, and is sensitive to the
target network refresh rate [Hernandez-Garcia and Sutton, 2019, Kim et al., 2019]. Running
DQN on this environment helps identify that there may be room for algorithmic improvement.
Certain environments may start as challenge problems—ones that we do not know how
to solve well—and eventually become benchmark environments. Two examples of such
benchmarks are the Atari suite [Bellemare et al., 2013, Machado et al., 2018] and Mujoco
environments [Todorov et al., 2012]. A challenge problem plays a different role than a
benchmark environment. It highlights gaps in all of our methods; trying to fill these gaps
can drive algorithm development. If an environment is truly a challenge problem, then
experiments are more exploratory or demonstrative. It can be sufficient to show that you can
obtain good performance—demonstrate something is possible—without even comparing to
any other methods or only including basic baselines. The results suggest that you can do
something that was not possible before 11 .
As our methods improve on these challenge problems, they become benchmark environments. At some point, however, they can be in a confusing interim stage. We as yet do not
have an understanding of how to obtain good performance, but methods have gone from
being abysmal to merely mediocre.
It is also at this stage that we start to overfit to these interim benchmark-challenge problem
environments. The community tends uses these benchmark-challenge problems to gatekeep
new work: requiring new work to show clear improvements in these environments, with
comparisons to the now growing list of algorithms that perform okay in these environments.
There is a tendency to dismiss any experiments in simpler benchmark environments, since
those environments are “too easy”. Eventually, this causes overfitting to these environments
11. This is not how Atari is now used in the RL literature, but the first experiments including the original
DQN paper [Mnih et al., 2015] were very much of this form.
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to eke out ever smaller wins. It is an issue that happens in reinforcement learning, as well as
on benchmark datasets in machine learning.12
This direction is typically not beneficial for general algorithm development. Instead,
it may be better to acknowledge this transition and begin using these environments as
benchmarks sooner. This means it is not key to outperform whatever (overfit) solution is
considered the current best, but rather to take a useful baseline with well-known performance
as a sanity check on your algorithm.
For all the above reasons, it is important to remember that most of our experiments in
benchmark environments are to identify issues with our algorithms, rather than to make
bold claims about state-of-the-art performance. It is clearly useful to identify and fix issues
in our algorithms using experiments. It is not as clearly useful to rank algorithms based on
performance in small simulation environments. If there are stark and meaningful differences
in well-known environments, then that success can and should be reported, with hopefully
accompanying experiments to understand why. Inability to get stark improvements on
benchmark problems, however, should not prevent pursuing an idea, nor gatekeeping others
in pursuing ideas. Your experiments should highlight one setting where your new algorithm
is demonstrably useful with a clear explanation of why. You can also demonstrate acceptable
performance on benchmark environments, to show nothing is obviously broken.
7.3 New (or modified) environments are not always better
Designing environments is hard. It is also arguably something many of us have little expertise
in. We learn a lot about developing algorithms, and much less about developing environments.
It is also important to realize there are relatively few well-known environments that have
stood the test of time, and the ones that do have been refined and fined tuned over years, if
not decades. For example, Mountain Car was first proposed as the Puck on a Hill problem
by Andrew Moore, in his PhD work. The problem featured continuous actions and a nonzero reward for reaching the goal. Years later, Sutton and Barto changed the dynamics
representing the hill as a cosine wave, made the actions discrete, and the reward -1 per
step. This later version became the standard for over 20 years, before AIGym introduced an
aggressive episode cutoff of 200 steps to improve the performance of neural network learners.
Take pause when deciding to invent a new environment and consider the costs. First you
need to justify clearly why we need yet another environment. The biggest concern is that
you may very well invent an environment that is invalid or needs further improvement. But
practically speaking, you are making more work for yourself. If you use your new environment
to highlight the merits of your new algorithm, then you must retune baseline methods to
avoid reporting results with untuned baselines, as we have already discussed in Section
6.1. This can be a lot of work and is error prone. Exercise similar caution when modifying
existing environments. These changes need to be justified, particularly as it means that older
12. “It would be absurd to ground structural engineering, for instance, solely on a series of competitions
in which, say, entire bridges are built, each incorporating everything the designer knows about how to
obtain the strongest bridge for the least cost. This would allow for only a few experiments a year, and
it would be hard to extract useful knowledge from the experiments. But this is not unlike the current
situation in algorithmic experimentation. Structural engineers must rely at least partly on knowledge
that is obtained in controlled laboratory experiments (regarding properties of materials and so on), and
it is no different with software engineers.” [Hooker, 1995]
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benchmark performance no longer applies, losing one of the key reasons to use a benchmark
environment in the first place. Sometimes the easy road and the more scholarly choice is to
use an existing environment.
These changes, or new environments, also might cause us to accidentally design environments in support of our solution method. For example, we might run DQN on discrete-action
Pendulum swing up, and find under standard configurations it performs surprisingly poorly.
We then might try a few changes, to maintain most of the essence of the environment but
make learning more feasible. One such change could be introducing episode cutoffs and
random start states to facilitate exploration. Now we have a new environment that has
potentially been tuned to be easier for methods like DQN. If we test a policy gradient method,
or a completely new approach, then we may have inadvertently favored DQN. Co-evolving
our problems and solution methods in this way is always dangerous. Note, this is
not the same as designing new diagnostic MDPs. A diagnostic MDP allows us to highlight
the key issue being tackled. It is common for papers to introduce new diagnostic MDPs—that
may never be used again—to make a clear conceptual point.
One route for environment creation is to consider environment collections. For example,
we may collect several classic environments like Mountain Car, Cartpole and Acrobot
into a Classic Control set composed of problems with non-imaged based, low-dimensional
observations. Or we may collect several Atari environments that seem to be more difficult
in terms of exploration into an Atari Exploration set 13 . We can then report performance
in aggregate, across the set, as one macro-environment, without explicitly considering
performance on each environment in the set.
There are several benefits to this approach. This design tests the performance of the
method on a set of related environments with a particular property, making conclusions less
specialized to one specific environment. Mainly, it shows that some emergent phenomenon
from an algorithm (e.g., decorrelated features) arises across several environments. Of course,
we still need to understand why our method behaves the way it does. Using more environments
does not allow us to conclude our method will perform better, but it does at least show that
the emergent phenomena arises in more than one environment. Additionally, we obtain this
ability to test across environments with minimal increases in compute over testing in one
environment. That is because we can do fewer runs within each environment, to still get
a large number of runs in the macro-environment (collection). A related strategy, to test
generalization, was proposed earlier by having systematic parameters that could be varied
for an environment [Whiteson et al., 2009], such as gravity in Mountain Car.
Remark 4
Considering macro-environments has some benefits, but there are also challenges
in aggregating performance across environments (e.g., dealing with different reward
scales). We discuss this topic in more depth in Appendix C.

13. Be cautious of building collections of environments. For example, Taiga et al. [2021] showed how prior
work focusing on so called hard exploration domains in Atari caused researchers to miss that simple
-greedy methods were actually better than count-based methods across the whole Atari suite.
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Key insights: environment selection
1. Small diagnostic environments can be used to highlight the properties of a method—
called issue-oriented research. These diagnostic environments can provide conceptual
clarity as well as a critical sanity check.
2. Designing environments is hard; do not assume an existing environment is reasonable.
3. Further, ramifications on agent behavior can be large from even minor changes to
the environment—such as adding random starts or adding episode cutoffs. Proceed
with caution when changing an existing environment and make sure you have a good
justification for not using the original standard.
4. It is not better to run on more environments than less environments. It depends
on the empirical question being asked. If you find yourself thinking you should run
on one more environment, then make sure you ask yourself why and select the next
environment deliberately rather than to simply increase the number of environments.
5. It is unlikely your algorithm will perform best on all environments. But, it should
have the advantages you claim it has. Consider making a macro-environment (group
of environments) for which your algorithm should be better, and another macroenvironment where it may be worse. Verify if your hypothesis is correct, and report
both this good and bad performance.
6. Grouping environments adds structure to an otherwise mis-mash of results showing
good and bad performance. However, do not post-hoc group environments based on
performance. Groupings should be performed beforehand based on some criteria, to
test a hypothesis. Changing the hypothesis after the fact is called harking and results
in instant shame, especially from psychologists.
7. It is not acceptable to run an incomplete experiment due to insufficient resources or
compute, even if you think the reviewers will not accept your paper. Design and run
a meaningful experiment in an environment that is feasible for the resources you have
available. You will simply have to be more clever than those with bountiful resources.

In the end we generalize our conclusions from the small set of experiments we conducted.
We can only make limited claims about the generality of the method, even if we run on
many environments. In fact, we can only make more measured claims about the outcomes
we observe, under the particular conditions in which we test the methods. This includes the
particular set of environments, and the hyperparameter selection strategy, and how many
steps of interaction were used, and so on. If designed well, however, such measured claims
can be highly meaningful: the key outcome is improved understanding of the properties of
an algorithm. Insight-driven outcomes should generalize. These insights help direct further
algorithm development and experiments. This contrasts with demonstrations where the goal
is to show a proof of existence, without necessarily understanding the reasons explaining the
observed performance—it is harder to generalize these outcomes. This is one of the reasons
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it is so critical to specify a hypothesis and carefully test it: to make our experiments more
meaningful.

8. Case study: reevaluating previous work
Congratulations! You made it all the way through and have taken your first steps toward
becoming a world-class RL empiricist! Let’s put some of our learnings into practice. In
this section we attempt to reproduce a well-known result from the literature, along the way
evaluating the original design choice and suggesting alternatives. In the end, we end up with
very different results!
This case study documents our attempt to recreate the experiments of the Soft ActorCritic (SAC) paper [Haarnoja et al., 2018]. SAC is an actor-critic algorithm that works in
the maximum-entropy RL framework and has been shown to perform well on continuous
control tasks and even robotic control [Haarnoja et al., 2018, 2019]. We have chosen to
outline how improper empirical practices misled the conclusions found by Haarnoja et al.
[2018] because SAC is a popular algorithm which is highly-cited. We have tried to be as fair
as possible in recreating the experiments of Haarnoja et al. [2018].
In particular we attempt to reproduce the comparison of SAC and Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DDPG) on the Half-cheetah environment from AIGym. We used the
original SAC codebase14 (SAC-CB) with the tuned hyperparameters outlined by Haarnoja
et al. [2018] for these experiments. For the DDPG baseline, we used the RLLab codebase15
(RLLab-CB) with the hyperparameters set as the defaults in the RLLab codebase, except
that the batch size, replay buffer capacity, and network architectures were adjusted to match
those used by SAC. Although the SAC paper Haarnoja et al. [2018] did not outline the exact
hyperparameters used for DDPG, their github repository left some hints on the configuration
of the DDPG baseline as well as the implementation used.16
We encountered a number of difficulties when attempting to recreate the results reported
in the original work Haarnoja et al. [2018]. First, the default implementation of some policies
in SAC-CB use regularization, while this is not reported in the paper. Since regularization
was not mentioned in the paper, we do not include it in our experiments here. Second,
many code examples in SAC-CB normalize actions to stay within the environmental action
bounds; since the paper does not mention action normalization, we also do not include it.
Two versions of environment wrappers exist to alter the interface of OpenAI Gym [Brockman
et al., 2016] environments to be compatible with algorithms from the two codebases: one in
RLLab-CB and one in SAC-CB. Which version Haarnoja et al. [2018] used for their DDPG
baseline is unclear since the DDPG implementation is compatible with both environment
implementations (we assume SAC was run on the environment implementation in its own
codebase, SAC-CB). We include a DDPG baseline run on both versions of environment
wrappers in our experiments.
14. The original SAC codebase can be found at https://github.com/haarnoja/sac
15. The RLLab implementation can be found at https://github.com/rll/RLLab
16. See https://github.com/rail-berkeley/softlearning/issues/27. It is mentioned that the original
paper used the RLLab implementation of DDPG with similar hyperparameter settings as SAC where
applicable. The RLLab implementation uses OU noise for DDPG.
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Figure 12: Our attempt to recreate the experiments in the original SAC paper. In contrast
to the original work which used only 5 runs, we use 30 runs. The variance in performance is
higher and the average performance lower than reported in the original work. Solid lines
denote average performance, and shaded regions denote minimum and maximum performance.

Figure 12 shows the mean learning curves with shaded regions as minimum and maximum
performance, similar to the original work Haarnoja et al. [2018]. In this figure, the mean
performance of SAC over 30 runs is lower than that reported in the original paper, and the
error bars here are larger than those reported in the original work.
Finally we identified a possible bug in the environmental wrapper used for DDPG.
The environment wrapper for RLLab-CB does not handle episode cutoffs properly. Many
algorithms in RLLab-CB bootstrap on episode cutoffs, considering treating them like terminal
states—using value of 0 in the next state in the TD-error. Even if this functionality is explicitly
turned off, if the wrapped gym environment uses a number of steps per episode less than
or equal to the default number of steps per episode in the RLLab-CB wrapper, then the
algorithms trained using this environmental wrapper will incorrectly bootstrap over episode
cutoffs. We cannot know for sure, but DDPG may have had a significant disadvantage in the
original experiments. The results in Figure 12 do not suffer from this innocuous bug.
Figure 13 represents our best attempt to recreate the result from the paper, but some
significant guess work was involved in getting there. Perhaps too few runs led to optimistic
measures of average performance and confidence in the original paper. Perhaps the paper
reports lucky seeds in which SAC performed well. In order to verify this hypothesis we
employ seed optimization in Figure 13. Choosing the best 5 seeds of 30 for each algorithm,
the results closely match with the results from the original paper. This is bad practice;
we only conduct seed search in the name of reproduction.
We now turn to running an experiment that more closely resembles the principles laid
out in this document, especially with respect to reporting performance of tuned baselines.
Although we do not know how the authors tuned the baseline algorithms in their experiments,
we found that the performance of DDPG on HalfCheetah was under-reported in this work. In
our experiments, we tuned hyperparameters for DDPG as reported by SpinningUp baselines.17
For completeness, we also use uncorrelated, unbounded Gaussian noise for action exploration
17. See https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/bench.html
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Figure 13: When searching seeds, we were able to achieve average performance much closer
to the average reported performance in the original SAC work. Solid lines denote average
performance, and shaded regions denote minimum and maximum performance.
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Figure 14: Our attempt to run an experiment that closely resembles the principles laid out
in this document, particularly with respect to tuning baselines. DDPG has been tuned here
for Half Cheetah. See text for details.
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in DDPG instead of OU noise. Gaussian noise is known to outperform OU noise in some
cases [Fujimoto et al., 2018].18 Figure 14 shows the mean learning curves with 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals for this tuned version of DDPG and SAC over 30 runs. By tuning the
DDPG baseline, we achieved significant improvements in performance over what was reported
in the original work. It seems DDPG is competitive with and likely better than SAC on Half
Cheetah.

9. Common errors in RL experiments
We conclude this paper by outlining a list of common errors in reinforcement learning
experiments. Up to now, this document has focused largely on best practices. Naturally, it is
jarring to focus too much on all the wrong choices that could be made. But both positive and
negative examples of empirical design are needed to become the best empirical practitioners.
Nothing in life is black and white; what we identify below are things that generally should
be avoided, but sometimes they might be appropriate. Finally, this is meant to be an ever
evolving list that we will update continuously.
Averaging over 3 or 5 runs Sometimes it is ok to use as few as three runs. For example,
if the agent and environment are both deterministic. In the vast majority of cases this is a
risky practice. Even if we compute the variance across runs we cannot be sure we are not
simply under-estimating the variance due to luck.
Using others agent code (including hypers) as is Our algorithms and their implementations are not yet general. We are often tempted to simply download some code and
run it to get a baseline for our plots. People often defend this practice claiming its fair,
but it is anything but! This only makes sense if (1) the implementation is trusted, and (2)
you know the performance is representative of the baseline algorithm. Both these things are
likely true if the code is from the original paper (introducing the algorithm you are using as
a baseline) and the environment you are using is the same as the original paper. Otherwise
proceed with caution.
Untuned agents in ablations We may take an existing agent and ablate components.
The agent was potentially tuned with those components, and there is no reason to believe the
same hyperparameters will be reasonable for the agent with components removed or added.
Not controlling seeds In simulation, we get to control all sources of randomness—we
should take advantage of that! When we compare two experimental conditions (for instance
comparing two algorithms), we should try to minimize the number of differences between the
conditions: make sure random weight initializations are the same, make sure initial state in
the environment is the same, make sure the same indices are sampled for the replay buffer,
etc. These sources of randomness can amount to a huge amount of variance, but if both
experimental conditions share some of the same variations then fancy analysis techniques
can leverage this joint variance allowing for statistically significant claims with fewer runs.
18. The benefits of Gaussian noise were published in parallel to the SAC papge in 2018. It is therefore
reasonable the authors of SAC did not know the advantages of Gaussian noise.
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Cutting off episodes early Terminating episodes early can have a large impact on
exploration (making the problem easier) and likely the distribution of performance. If cutoffs
are used, then they should be set to be relatively large. For example, in Mountain Car, an
aggressive cutoff is 200 steps; a much more reasonable option is at least 10,000 steps.
Treating episode cutoffs as termination Setting γ = 0 and making an update when
the episode is cutoff. This is incorrect. Consider a cost to goal problem with reward of -1 per
step. Termination is good and states close to the terminal state have higher (less negative
values). Updating states where episodes are cutoff—which may be non-where near the goal
state—incorrectly increases the value of those states. Instead, this last transition should be
discarded. See Section 4.5.
Randomizing start states The start states in an episodic MDP are part of the problem
definition. In many cases they are chosen for very particular regions: e.g., the bottom of
the hill in Mountain Car. Exercise extreme caution when changing a problem specification—
especially if your motivation is to make it easier for your agent.
HARK’ing (hypothesis after results known) It is best to specify the setup of your
experiment ahead of time and make a hypothesis. It is important to specify the expected
outcome (e.g., my new method will decrease the number of steps until the first positive
reward is observed). This is the scientific method.
Do not do the following. Set up an experiment. Make no hypothesis. Run the experiment
and look for a performance measure where your algorithm looks best compared to the others,
continually re-running the experiment (possibly on different environments each time) until
your algorithm wins.
Environment overfitting A pitfall is to produce agents overly specialized to a small
number of environments. For example, you might take DQN and Pong and continually
add new components and hyperparameters until you improve on DQN. This is unlikely to
yield generally useful algorithmic innovations and little to no insight is generated. Another
example is the focus on hard exploration games in Atari as extensively investigated by Taiga
et al. [2021].
Overly complex agents Generally speaking we are interested in the simplest agent that
works well, with the fewest components. The alternative—a more complex agent with
similar performance—by construction must have components that contribute nothing. The
contribution is figuring out which components matter and why. The instinct when a method
is not working is to add rather than subtract. By focusing on why it is not working, rather
than how to fix it, you are less likely to fall into this pitfall.
Choosing γ incorrectly One example is choosing γ = 1 for an episodic problem with
only a non-zero reward at the goal. The agent has no incentive to terminate: an episode of
length 10 or 10,000 have the same return. For cost-to-goal problems, with -1 per step, it is
most sensible to set γ = 1, and that it what we likely report: number of steps to goal (not
discounted steps to goal). The agent itself might still use a γ for learning purposes.
Reporting offline performance while making conclusions about online agents
Offline performance typically means the agent is subjected to periodic test episodes where
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the agent is teleported to a new state, learning is paused and we measure the cumulative
reward achieved. Online performance is simply cumulative reward achieved during regular
operation—during exploration and learning. Under offline performance there is no penalty
for exploration during learning, whereas in online learning there is and thus the agent must
trade-off exploration and exploitation. Machado et al. [2018] discusses this at length.
Invalid errorbars or shaded regions First, whatever method you used to construct
intervals, you should understand what assumptions on the underlying data are being made.
Second, do not just put error bars around anything. We have already shown how our error
bars can be misleading. A first warning sign to look out for is if your shaded regions are
tighter than the variation in the mean across the learning curve.
Using random problems They tend to not look much like the problems we care about
(e.g., random MDPs). Use with caution.
Not reporting implementation details One should be able to use your pseudo-code
to implement your algorithm. Special tricks used to improve performance are part of the
algorithm and should be reported clearly.
Not comparing against stupid methods Can a much simpler method or even a random
policy solve your problem? Does the a simpler method outperform your method? It does
not matter if prior SOTA methods did not use these baselines, you should!
Bugs Never trust your code or your results. Finding bugs is good; it means one less bug.
Running inefficient code This error might not seem pertinent to our experiments. However, if you run inefficient code, it hinders your ability to run careful systematic experiments.
It inadvertently causes you to change the question you want to answer. An important first
step when running experiments is to ensure you have optimized your code, so that you have
more flexibility to do more exploratory experiments and feasibly run the final experiments
for your paper. Always profile your code.
Attempting to run an experiment beyond your computational budget It is tempting to say it is not possible to do sufficient runs, or not possible to carefully test hyperparameters, due to lack of compute. So you conclude it is only feasible to do a smaller
number of runs. However, this is not a valid claim. Let us return to our example of animal
learning researchers and rats. If a lab can only afford one rat, then it is not acceptable to
run experiments using only this one rat. Instead, they simply have to do different research.
The same is true for us. If you do not have the resources to run a correct experiment (say in
Atari), then the alternative is not to run an incorrect one. Instead, the alternative is to run
a different experiment entirely, one that is feasible and meaningful.
Gatekeeping with benchmark problems This is more about reviewing than running
good experiments, however, there is such a strong connection between the two we would be
remiss not to discuss the perils of benchmarking. Experimental results should be evaluated
in how they contribute understanding and insight. Algorithms tuned to benchmarks often
have many small tricks. It is often unclear which tricks contribute to success. Demonstration
results can be helpful—especially to inspire progress—but not all (or even most) experiments
should be demonstration results.
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10. Conclusion
The goal of this document was to provide a comprehensive overview of important empirical
design decisions in reinforcement learning. The style is educational, with a focus on clear
examples and conceptual reasoning for making sound decisions. In the first few sections we
focused on outlining best practices for evaluating reinforcement learning algorithms, including
selection of environments. We then revisited an existing result, as a case study, to highlight
different conclusions in light of these best practices. Much of the work focused on what to do,
with some comments about what to avoid. For clarity, therefore, we concluded the work with
a more explicit list of common errors to avoid. We hope for this document to particularly
help newcomers to reinforcement learning, but also to provide novel perspectives for any
reinforcement learning empiricists.
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Appendix A. Computing tolerance intervals
Computing a tolerance interval is simple and is independent of the underlying distribution of
the data. We define an (α, β)-tolerance interval as an interval that captures β proportion of
future samples (e.g. β = 0.9) with a nominal error rate of α (e.g. 1−α = 0.95). Intuitively, to
capture β proportion of future samples, we might think to report upper and lower percentiles
of the sample data, such that the percentiles symmetrically capture a β proportion of samples.
In the case that β = 0.9, this would correspond to an upper percentile u = 0.95 and a
lower percentile l = 0.05. A tolerance interval takes this a step further by including an
uncertainty correction—when we have received a small number of samples, how do we know
the 95th percentile of the samples corresponds to the 95th percentile of the true distribution?
Tolerance intervals, then, add a slight pessimism by widening the interval based on the
number of observed samples. As we observe more samples, the uncertainty decreases and the
interval approaches the naive percentile-based approach.
To compute the uncertainty corrected percentiles, we make use of the inverse CDF of the
binomial distribution. We want to ask the question: for each sample in our dataset, does
this sample lie within the middle β proportion of the distribution? Our success rate for the
binomial distribution, then, is β and our accepted error rate is α. The inverse CDF provides
the number of samples ν that do not belong to the middle β proportion of the distribution.
We distribute ν evenly across the top and bottom of the distribution, receiving indices of
the sorted data l = ν2 and u = n − ν2 . Note that when ν is odd, these indices will no longer
be integers. A common practice is to interpolate evenly between the adjacent indices, or to
alternatively take the floor of the lower index l and the ceiling of the upper index u. The
interpolation approach generally provides more accurate bounds for smaller sample sizes.

Appendix B. More about hyperparameter selection
In this section, we provide a more in-depth discussion on hyperparameter selection. It is
a topic that could fill an entire textbook, and so we opted to keep only the most basic
information in the main body of this document. Here, we dive a bit deeper, to highlight a
few other more advanced points.
B.1 Understanding hyperparameter sensitivity for multiple hyperparameters
Characterizing hyperparameter sensitivity with only one hyperparameter is relatively straightforward; it becomes more complex with multiple hyperparameters. The issues are that (1)
there is a potentially combinatorial explosion, (2) there are likely interactions between
hyperparameters and (3) visualization becomes more difficult. As yet, there is no consensus
strategy for understanding the performance of a partially-specified algorithm with multiple
unknown hyperparameters, but we discuss a few here.
A basic strategy—that only shows variability across hyperparameters rather than interactions between them—is to use violin plots. We visualize this in Figure 15, for multiple
algorithms. The idea is to select a set of hyperparameter settings, compute performance for
each setting, and report the distribution of performance over all settings. This allows us
to compare algorithms with different hyperparameters, and still ensure they get the same
number of hyperparameter settings.
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Figure 15: Visualizing the hyperparameter sensitivity of several algorithms on Lunar Landar.
The one important nuance here is that, unlike sensitivity plots, selecting a wider range of
hyperparameters can be misleading. Visually, violin plots encourage us to asses variability
across hyperparameters. If we set the range to be too wide for one algorithm (say our
competitor), then it may look sensitive simply because I selected an unreasonable range. Fairly
selecting ranges for the hyperparameters should be easier than selecting the hyperparameters
themselves, though, and violin plots are a useful tool when assessing performance with
multiple unknown hyperparameters.
To better understand relationships between hyperparameters, one plausible strategy is to
collect a data set where hyperparameters are the independent variables and performance
values are the dependent variables. We can then fit a model to this dataset to describe
relationships between hyperparameters as well as their relationship to performance. Using
such a strategy and a linear regression model, we could find—for instance—linear correlations
between multiple hyperparameters. This strategy is related to the AutoML and Bayesian
optimization communities, though with the caveat that our interest is in the model itself
while these communities generally use the model as a means to perform optimization [He
et al., 2021].
We could additionally adopt a classic randomized-control trial approach to understanding
the impact of one hyperparameter while others are left as unknowns. With this strategy, we
would test the hyperparameter of interest at multiple predefined levels (a hyperparameter
sweep) while all other hyperparameters are treated as nuisance variables and, in an RCT
experiment, nuisance variables are randomized over. This strategy is highly related to a
recently proposed approach [Jordan et al., 2020], with the slight difference that Jordan et al.
[2020] treats all hyperparameters as nuisance variables while we allow one to be controlled.19
The design methodologies discussed in this section are constantly changing as the field
matures. Currently, we discuss treating hyperparameters as unknowns while performing
scientific analysis and using statistical reasoning to understand their impact. However, as
better hyperparameter optimization methodologies are developed and widely adopted, it will
no longer be true that hyperparameters are strictly unknowns. Consider the case of supervised
19. In fact, RCT experiments can be easily extended to allow multiple hyperparameters to be controlled.
Such an experiment design is often called response surface methodology or factorial design.
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learning. Hyperparameters may be initially unknown but a procedure for selecting them is
known: cross-validation. As such, it is generally far more accurate and less error-prone to
use cross-validation to set hyperparameter values as part of the scientific analysis instead of
treating them as nuisance. Lacking such a well-adopted strategy in reinforcement learning,
in the most general case we should continue to consider hyperparameters as unknowns.
It is important also to note that tuning over hyperparameters is a luxury we have in our
experiments, rather than a general-purpose algorithm to set hyperparameters. We are not
advocating here for the use of hyperparameter sweeps to select hyperparameters, as this is
rarely a viable option for real-world problems, unless the problem is a simulator.20 Instead,
the goal of hyperparameter sweeps in our experiment is to get insights into hyperparameter
sensitivity, and to identify algorithms that are generally performant and relatively insensitive
to their hyperparameters and so more suitable for deployment.
B.2 Developing algorithms and avoiding misleading yourself
Recall we had two possible goals in conducting an experiment: (1) understanding performance
with respect to an algorithms hyperparameters, and (2) optimizing the hyperparameters for
a specific problem setting. In this section we discuss something sort-of in between: selecting
hyperparameter is when you are developing a new algorithm. Similar to the last section,
your goal here will be to understand the impact of your new hyperparameters. The primary
difference, however, is that you will likely want to iterate to improve your algorithm. Further,
you might be building on other algorithms that already have hyperparameters, and your
modification to the algorithm might interact with those existing hyperparameters.
Example: Your new algorithm
In some preliminary experiments, you realize that DQN is quite sensitive to its target
network update frequency. These exploratory observations inspire you come up with a new
algorithm to adapt the update frequency during learning. Your algorithm, however, has a
new hyperparameter. Naturally, you want to see the behavior of your algorithm under ideal
conditions, where you look at performance for a nearly optimal hyperparameter setting,
found either use sweeps or other (smarter) hyperparameter optimization approaches.
This is a reasonable first step—while developing an algorithm we often want to know
“does this work at all ?”—however we cannot stop our investigation here. First, it is likely you
can improve on DQN by using its same hyperparameter settings for the environment, and
tuning over this additional hyperparameter. You may falsely conclude that your algorithm
provides benefits, when in actuality the main affect was the ability to optimize over an
additional scalar. Second, this modification to DQN, and your new hyperparameter, might
interact with existing hyperparameter choices in an unexpected ways. In fact, such a result
has recently been shown for GANs; many modern GAN architectures provide little or no
improvement over a sensibly tuned baseline [Lucic et al., 2017].
20. There are many groups pursuing algorithm development in reinforcement learning to solve simulated
problems, like games or hard search problems. Our goal is to help empirical design more generally in
reinforcement learning, not just for this more restricted problem setting, and so we do not consider
specific approaches that can exploit simulators.
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Instead, we should immediately perform the follow-up step: examine the performance of
your algorithm for multiple values for the new hyperparameter. This is a tricky and nuanced
procedure, we cover many of the common cases above in Section 5.1. During the algorithm
development cycle, it can be expensive to perform repeated sensitivity studies. We strongly
recommend that this is done on smaller, meaningful problem settings where simulation is
cheap. Such studies are often called pilot studies and are generally used to inform the design
of more complete studies later in the process.
B.3 Why can’t we just use cross-validation?
A natural question is why we cannot handle hyperparameters in the same way they are
handled in supervised learning: internal cross-validation. In this section, we explain why
internal cross-validation does not directly apply to reinforcement learning.
Let us start with a brief refresher of cross-validation. Imagine you have a training set and
learn a function f with any regression approach. You want an estimate of its generalization
error, but do not want to split up your already small training set into a training and testing
set. Instead, you can use cross-validation. The idea is to partition the dataset into k folds,
and train on each subset of k − 1 folds and test on the remaining fold. This procedure
generates k functions f1 , . . . , fk with corresponding estimates of error e1 , . . . , ek . The average
of these k errors provides a reasonable estimate of the generalization error of f , even though
they are estimates of error for different functions. The primary role of cross-validation is to
estimate the generalization error of a function, without needing a hold-out set.
The same idea can be used to select hyperparameters, in a procedure called internal
cross-validation. The reason cross-validation can be used for this purpose is that it allows us
to estimate the generalization error of each function learned with different hyperparameters.
The goal is to pick the function with the best generalization error. The algorithm needs to
both (a) specify its own hyperparameters and (b) learn its weights with regression. We can see
this as an expanded learning problem, with cross-validation used as the algorithm to identify
the hyperparameters. We can use cross-validation on the given training set to evaluate each
hyperparameter setting and pick the one with lowest error. This complete algorithm A inputs
a training set and outputs a function f . We might use external cross-validation to evaluate
A, which itself uses internal cross-validation. The external cross-validation gives an estimate
of performance, before deploying the model f learned by A on the entire training set.
More simply all of the above could have been described by assuming we split our dataset
into training and validation. The validation set allows us to evaluate each hyperparameter,
because it allows us to evaluate the generalization error of the function learned with that
hyperparameter. After identifying a good hyperparameter using this approach, one would
then retrain the function on all the data before deploying. The training-validation split
approach is simpler, but does not provide as good an estimate of the generalization error of
the function trained on all the data, especially if we have a smaller amount of data.
This idea does not directly extend to hyperparameter selection for online reinforcement
learning, because we evaluate a learning algorithm rather than a learned model. We can
only see performance of the learning algorithm once it is in deployment (testing). There
is no separate training phase, nor training data, for the online reinforcement learning
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setting. Overall, there is no obvious, out-of-the-box way to directly use cross-validation for
hyperparameter selection.
B.4 Cross-validation-like procedures for the hyperparameter optimizer
We can, however, consider strategies inspired by these ideas from cross-validation. We
propose one such view below. Imagine we care about how our agent performs on a class of
environments E—none of the below will make any sense if we only care about performance in
one environment. We only receive a subset of these environments, Egiven ; let’s say we have n
such (training) environments. The goal is to answer: how will my (fully-specified) algorithm
perform on E, given only access to Egiven ?
If our algorithm has no hyperparameters, then we can run this fully-specified algorithm
in our training environments, to get samples of performance p1 , . . . , pn , and take the average.
If Egiven is a random subsample, then this sample average estimate is an unbiased estimate,
and with big enough n a relatively good reflection of performance in expectation across E.
In fact, it is more accurate to think of Egiven as a testing set, because we are evaluating our
algorithm using this set rather than using it for training. No training occurs here, because
our algorithm does not transfer any agents from these environments. It learns from scratch
on any new environment in E.
If we have hyperparameters to specify in our algorithm, then we can consider how to
use Egiven to specify these hyperparameters. Now there is a notion of using Egiven like a
training set, but not for our algorithm, but rather the hyperparameter optimizer H. Each
environment is like a training point. The hyperparameter optimizer H can train on these
environment training points, to output a proposed set of hyperparameters h: H(Etraining ) = h.
These hyperparameters are then deployed, and we hope that they generalize to the larger
class of environments.
The ability to generalize well depends on the quality of the set Egiven —just like in
supervised learning—and also on the hyperparameter optimization algorithm H. For example,
H could be a simple grid search or H could be a Bayesian optimization algorithm. Likely
these two algorithms will identify different hyperparameters using the set Egiven , and so
will result in different generalization performance. A grid search algorithm estimates the
performance of each hyperparameter choice by computing per-environment performance over
multiple runs in each Egiven , and then aggregating that performance into one number. It
deploys the hyperparameter λall with the best cross-environment performance number. If we
had to map to the supervised learning setting, the λall is like the deployed function f above.
We can use a similar idea to (external) cross-validation to estimate how well these
hyperparameters λall might generalize. How do we know if λall generalizes well to other
environments? We can keep a hold-out set of environments to test generalization performance.
We split Egiven into training and testing environments, and only give the training environments
to H to produce h. Then we can test the fully-specified algorithm, with hyperparameters h,
in the test environments to get a sense of performance.
This is where the ideas behind cross-validation help. Just using training-testing splits is
“data” inefficient: we “learn” λall on an even smaller training set, potentially resulting in a
λall that has worse generalization performance. Instead, we can estimate how well λall might
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do, by looking at generalization performance of all the hyperparameters trained on subsets
of the environments.
More specifically, imagine we have n environments. We run H on all n to get λall . Now
we use cross-validation to evaluate λall . We find that λ1 that is the best hyperparameter
across all the environments except environment 1 in Egiven , and so on. The generalization
performance of λ1 is estimated using performance P
on environment 1, to get p1 . Then an
estimate of generalization performance for λall is k1 ki=1 pi . This does not actually change
what hyperparameters are deployed: we are still deploying λall . It just lets us get an estimate
of the quality of these before deployment.
Note that this procedure has never been used, to the best of our knowledge, and so it is
not clear that it enjoys the same nice properties as cross-validation. It might have unexpected
sources of bias. We are not advocating that we use the above procedure, but rather trying to
bring clarity by showing potential connections to standard algorithms in supervised learning.
B.5 Even more about treating the hyperparameter optimizer as the algorithm
The above was only using external cross-validation to estimate generalization performance.
But if the hyperparameter optimizer itself has hyperparameters—let’s call them hyperhyperparameters for lack of a better term—then we can exploit the fact that the crossvalidation-like approach above estimates generalization error. We want to select the hyperhyperparameters such that they produce hyperparameters λall that generalize best. For
example, grid search might have a hyperparameter that is the number of runs or number
of steps of interaction in the environment. These could be chosen using an internal crossvalidation approach.
In summary, the typical internal cross-validation approach from supervised learning could
be used in reinforcement learning to set the hyper-hyperparameters of our hyperparameter
optimizer. There is no sensible mapping where internal cross-validation itself is used to
select the hyperparameters of the reinforcement learning algorithm. If our hyperparameter
optimizer does not have any hyper-hyperprameters, then we simply run the hyperparameter
optimizer on the training set and deploy the hyperparameters that are found. We can use
external cross-validation to estimate the quality of these hyperparameters. Otherwise, if the
hyperparameter optimizer has 5 different hyper-hyperparameter settings that could be used,
then we use internal cross-validation to pick amongst the hyper-hyperparameters.
It is important to point out that we do not truly have training sets (of environments). The
standard assumption in supervised learning is that the training set is representative of the
testing set.21 In reinforcement learning, if we are deploying an algorithm to control a physical
system, we do not have a set of other physical systems where we can evaluate the agent
first. A practitioner might actually try to craft this set themselves. Maybe they scour the
literature for environments that resemble their environment, such as environments in Mujoco
or simulators for other real-world problems. They might then evaluate their algorithm—and
tune the hyperparameters—in those environments. However, such a procedure has not been
explicitly proposed in the literature, nor is it standard practice. It would be interesting to
21. Of course, there are settings with distribution shifts, between training and test. But, there is still an
assumption that a training set exists and has some useful connections to the deployment (test) scenario.
We have no clear mechanism to obtain training sets yet, in reinforcement learning, nor is it even clear
that we should.
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explore such ideas, and other standard hyperparameter selection approaches, to get to a
similar place that supervised learning is in with cross-validation.

Appendix C. Aggregating environments
Individual environments can also be grouped, to provide a macro-environment for which
we examine performance of an algorithm. We run the algorithm on each environment in
the group, but consider the aggregate performance across environments. By thinking of this
environment grouping as a macro-environment, it encourages curation of reasonable groupings
to test different properties of the algorithms. If we group environments with low-dimensional
inputs and have a separate group for image-based inputs, then we can test the algorithms
separately on these two macro-environments to understand behavior on MDPs with these
two different properties. Grouping environments, therefore, can improve on benchmarks by
making experiments more issue-oriented.
It also has the additional benefit that we can test the algorithm in a larger set of
environments, without having to do as many runs for each environment. If there are 5
environments in the macro-environment, it may be sufficient to use 10 runs for each, giving
a total of 50 runs for aggregate performance in the macro-environment. Because we are
not making claims about performance within each environment, fewer runs per environment
are acceptable. It can still be reasonable to visualize individual runs in the environments,
for qualitative insights such as those related to instability within runs. Performance plots,
however, should only be reported for the macro-environment. We visualize what performance
could look like, in Figure 16 for each environment when there are too few runs, resulting in
highly-overlapping errors bars, whereas aggregate performance across runs provides clear
differences between the two algorithms.
Reporting such aggregate performance, however, raises the issue of how to ensure performance is normalized across environments. Such normalization could be hand-designed by the
experimenter, to ensure each macro-environment has a sensible distribution. For example,
the experimenter may know the optimal expected return G∗ and worst-case return G− in
each environment. The observed returns Gt could be normalized between 0 and 1 using
Gt − G−
.
G∗ − G−
If this number is 1, the return is optimal; if it is zero, the return was the worst-case. Special
care should be taken when using ratio-based scaling methods, as these can be sensitive to
relative size of the scale [Fleming and Wallace, 1986, Jordan et al., 2020].
In addition to creating such macro-environments, there are already several environment
suites that have been designed to have related but different environments. Examples include
Atari [Mnih et al., 2013], Metaworld [Yu et al., 2020] and MiniGrid [Chevalier-Boisvert et al.,
2018]. Earlier work also considered minor variations of the same problem, such as Mountain
Car with different perturbations to transitions, observation transformations and start-state
conditions [Whiteson et al., 2011].
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Figure 16: Bootstrap confidence intervals around average performance across tasks (Macro
environment) versus for each independent task. It is difficult to assess an ordering of algorithms when investigating environments individually, however when measuring performance
across environments jointly a more clear ordering emerges. Also by combining data from all
environments, the confidence intervals for the Macro environment are much more narrow.

Appendix D. Understanding our agents with multiple evaluation metrics
For most of this work we have been relatively agnostic to the choice of evaluation metric. In
the initial section we discussed the typical evaluation metric: the return. After seeing how to
measure this evaluation metric in one run for one agent, we discussed strategies to assess
an algorithm across multiple runs by aggregate this evaluation metric across runs. These
aggregation strategies were generic, and apply to other evaluation metrics.
In this section, we discuss alternative evaluation metrics that could help you assess an
algorithm. In some cases, the expected return is not a suitable evaluation metric. Instead,
for example, you might want to know if your agent maintains a certain level of performance
once reaching that level. More generally, using multiple metrics can provide a more complete
picture of the properties of your algorithm. Some metrics may be behavioral, rather than
performance-based. For example, it may be useful to understand state-visitation for an agent.
We distinguish such behavioral metrics from performance metrics, and discuss options for
both in the next two subsections.
D.1 Measuring the performance of an agent
In order to compare, rank, describe, and tune our algorithms thus far, we have described
the performance of agent using the total episodic return obtained by that agent over time.
In fact, the overwhelming majority of research in reinforcement learning has focused on
describing how well an RL agent solves a given problem. However, there are many possible
attributes of our agents which we can measure and many different metrics we can consider for
each attribute. A fruitful path towards understanding an agent or an algorithm is developing
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a multidimensional view of that agent’s behaviors and internal processes. There have been
countless metrics and attributes studied in the machine learning literature—certainly far
more than we could sensibly explore here—however we will describe a few important choices
which can serve as a starting point.
Perhaps the most simple deviation from measuring the total episodic return of an agent
is applying a weighting to each episodic return based on the number of learning steps within
that episode. Consider an environment where an agent spends ten thousand steps to complete
the first episodic, such as the Mountain Car environment. When the agent starts the second
episode, it has already accumulated ten thousand experiences and has likely performed ten
thousand updates to its value function. Comparatively, an agent which solves the first episode
in only a few hundred steps, it starts its second episode with far less experience and far
fewer updates. Comparing these two agents episode-by-episode means comparing agents with
wildly differing amounts of experience, which may not be a meaningful comparison! We could,
instead, compare each agent at each update timestep, ignoring episode boundaries. Our
performance measure, then would need to assign a performance value at every step. A simple
proposal: for each timestep of an episode, record the total return observed for that episode.
If an agent takes fifty steps to complete an episode and yields a return of -100 at the end
of the episode, then the agent would record a performance value of [−100, −100, . . . , −100]
repeated fifty times—once for every step of the episode.
There are many interesting questions we can ask about the agent which are not directly tied
to performance, such as: “what representations are learned by our agent?” Some attributes
of interest include the capacity of the representation—what functions can learned?—the
efficiency of the representation—are the duplicate features?—or the amount of interference
observed by the representation for each new observation [Wang et al., 2022]. Although it
may not be immediately clear that these additional measurements correlate with how well an
agent solves a task, these can provide distinguishing information between individual agents.
Over time, and with many such measurements, we might begin to notice patterns such as:
agents with high degrees of interference tend to learn quickly, but fail to adapt to small
changes in the environment. These correlations and relationships provide novel avenues for
algorithm development.
D.2 Summarizing performance over time
The performance of an agent evolves with time, as do other attributes of our agents; we want
our evaluation to capture this. On the other hand, it is likewise challenging to rank, compare,
or tune algorithms when our performance metric is a stochastic process or a list of numbers.
Quite often, we need to provide a scalar summary which describes the measurements that we
have taken over time. A common choice—referred to as area under the curve—is to compute
the total amount of an attribute scaled by the number of observations, the average over time.
A persistent challenge in providing a single summary scalar, however, is that nuances
in the learning curve will be lost. A time average of the learning curve is akin to fitting
a horizontal over the curve, which clearly loses the fact that the curve might increase or
decrease steadily with time or might have sharp drops in performance on occasion. Time
averages also ignore the fact that learning curves can often be broken into two (or more)
phases, generally a rapid upward slope during the early learning process, then a progressive
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plateau towards the end of learning. Depending on the research question at hand, it can
often be desireable to reason about only one of these phases, for instance by computing a
time average over the last 10% of the learning curve in order to discuss where the algorithm
generally plateaus. There has been some work automatically identifying these phases, by
fitting piecewise linear functions to the learning curve [Dabney, 2014, Chapter 3]. As usual,
there is no right answer, and as the experiment designer you need to make an appropriate
choice for your setting.
Once you have isolated the evaluation phase, it may be reasonable to use alternatives
to the average to summarize this portion of the curve. One option is to evaluate the worst
case performance during evaluation; does your agent consistently perform reasonably well or
does it exhibit occasional large drops in performance? This evaluation may be more suitable
for settings where it is key to maintain reasonable performance for almost all episodes such
as in medical applications where the preference is to ensure most patients get a reasonable
treatment, rather than obtaining good outcomes on average across patients. The average
could be maximized by having very good treatments for some patients and very poor ones
for others. As another example, if the agent is learning to land a helicopter, then we expect
that it should never crash the helicopter in the evaluation phase. Reporting worst-case
performance in the evaluation phase, rather than average, might better reflect the desired
performance for this agent.
One challenge in summarizing learning curves is that there are no agreed-upon definitions
for learning speed and stability. We can provide strategies to operationalize these concepts,
however without concrete definitions it can be challenging to ensure our proposed summaries
perfectly reflect these properties. For instance, perhaps we define learning speed as how
quickly the agent reaches a reasonable policy. To measure this, we can define a threshold of
“reasonable” performance—usually coming from domain knowledge—and measure how many
learning steps it takes to cross this threshold. Similarly, we might define stability as staying
above that threshold of performance once it has been achieved; measured by counting how
often the agent dips below this threshold in the evaluation phase. Does the agent stay above
this performance level, or does it often regress and require re-learning?
These particular measures present a challenge, however. What if due to stochasticity our
agent manages to cross our designated threshold of performance very early in learning, long
before it has actually learned a sensible policy? We might spuriously decide this agent is
unstable, when in reality if we had selected a slightly later cutoff point for the evaluation
phase we would have seen this agent remain stable. To avoid this potential stochasticity, we
can alter our measure to require, say, three consecutive steps above the threshold before we
say the agent has crossed from the learning phase to the evaluation phase.
The choice of 3 is not optimal, nor theoretically motivated for either stability or learning
speed. Instead, it is a choice motivated by the fact that we would like to be robust to
stochasticity, but do not want to use too many consecutive steps as then we are measuring
“reached reasonable performance and was stable” rather than “reached reasonable performance”.
These choices have to be made carefully, and potentially revisited. For this reason, it can
be useful to provide summary performance metrics, but also provide learning curves—even
showing each run—to allow for more detailed viewing for a reader that would like to dig
deeper. Our job as authors is to provide insightful summaries without overloading the reader,
so such detailed information may be better included in a supplement.
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D.3 Offline returns versus online returns
We have so far exclusively considered online returns. It is common, however, to report offline
returns. At each measurement step, we take the current policy and do multiple rollouts
in the environment, to estimate it’s current expected return. This estimate is used as the
performance metric at that measurement step, plotted in the learning curve.
Reporting online returns corresponds to the online learning setting, whereas plotting
offline returns corresponds to the pure exploration setting. In the online learning setting, the
agent is faced with the exploration-exploitation dilemma. It is being evaluated by how much
reward it receives while learning, and so it may want to take the action it currently thinks
will achieve most reward (act greedily). But, it also needs to spend some time exploring, to
ensure it has not settled on a suboptimal policy and so is missing out on more reward. An
agent that balances these well will perform well according to online returns.
For offline returns, the agents behavior during learning is not evaluated. In that sense, it
does not face the exploration-exploitation dilemma. Instead, the behavior is faced with the
pure exploration question: what actions should it take to learn the target policy (near-optimal
policy) on that generated data? The learning curve reflects: if the agent was able to have a
pure learning phase for t steps, and then deployed its fixed policy, here is how that fixed
policy would perform.
Without looking carefully at a plot and its description, learning curves for these two
settings can look similar. But these two settings are fundamentally different. It is important
to motivate why you chose online or offline returns in evaluation.
Key insights: understanding agents with multiple evaluation metrics
1. Multi-dimensional analysis is key for truly understanding algorithm performance.
2. Do consider multiple performance metrics to understand your algorithm. You need
not report all of these metrics; an exploratory phase helps guide final experiments.
3. Do not optimize over multiple performance metrics, simply to find which measure
results in your algorithm having better performance than another. After the exploratory phase, decide what you want to measure. For final experiments reported in
a paper, comparing your algorithm to others, you should consider additional/different
environments from those used in the exploratory phase.
4. Offline and online returns are measuring very different things. Make the choice between
these judiciously.
5. There are no clear-cut answers for defining and selecting evaluation metrics. You
need to clearly justify your choices. A first criteria for the choice is whether you can
convince yourself.
6. Most of our experiments should include behavioural metrics. We often test our agents
in simple environments, where the goal is to understand our algorithms rather than
obtain a solution in that MDP.
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